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I 
Creative Wizard On Web is n Web site tltnt ot1~r printable and also send via e-mail 
birthday card. The main idea of this project is to let user make the card themselves, 
which user is given a blank worksheet and it's up their creative and imaginative mind 
to create a birthday card using WlY images Wld sentiments provided. The options, 
either they can start creating the card from scratch or they can just select any template 
they desired. 
There are a few advantages that are crucial to ensure the success of this kind of Web 
site. Most importantly, user can reduce the cost to buy ready-made card in store. The 
cost to buy a ready-made card is much more expensive than buying a piece of plnin 
paper and use it to make a card themselves. Besides, hy making the card themselves. 
the recipient will not only be surprised but it will give them n priceless scntimcntnl 
value. 
This report introduces the project and provides a description on the topics studied and 
researched during the literature survey. The methodology for the system development 
is also discussed, which is the Waterfall Model . And tinnily, this repon also mcluded 
the system development tools chosen plus. the details of system design of Creative 
Wizard On Web. Un
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I CHAPTER t INTRODUCTION I 
11liS chapter features 8 fu\t description inc\nding the definition, the goat, the 
objectives and the scope of the project. It also fearures the outline of the project' s 
implementation chart with all diagrams and timetables necessary. 
I. I PROJECT OVERVIEW 
Creative Wizard On Web is a multimedia -package created for unlimited, all range of 
user who always finds trouble finding Web site that offers a printable greeting cards. 
This wiz:ard features wiparalleled creative tools and an easy-to-use interface tluit 
anyone can easily produce 'cute and attractive' looking greeting cards on their own. 
This ' do-it-yourself' based Web site lets user create a variety of grecti11g cards easily, 
quickly and directly without having to link to another site, and without having to 
watch any advenisement. 
With Creative Wizard On Web, card can be created by using professionally designed 
templates that has so many to choose from plus u lot of high-quality imftgcs and 
sentiments in different style of fonts and colors. It also offer an option for user to 
create the card by combining their own image, sentiment, text message, or in simpler 
word - from scratch which means the user is given a blank worksheet and it's up to 
them to use whatever image they want to use depending on their imaginative abilities 
to create a card. 
This Creative Wizard On Web helps by letting the user to select from several project 
cntcgorlcs and refine tho selection to include specific size and layout mfonnation. 
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And after the user has sntisfied with their creative work. they can print the card and 
send it away by hand or they can JUSt send the cnm vin e-mail.. 
1.2 PROJECT OBJECTIVES 
11\is report identifies S obj~tives, which I personally believe are vital for the success 
of the final product. With these objectives in mind, a careful research and 
development work can be fulfilled and aligned towards the aim of acbieving these 
objectives. Hence the ultimate end product will not only reflect its usefulness but the 
quality, whicl\ is aimed to satisfy many users. 
The objectives are as follows: 
(• To produce a package which is fun to use 
•:• io develop a quality greeting card package that will give user more choice and 
chance to make a card that is really will satisfy their 1lec<l . 
'.• To offer a printable greeting card Web site that not only the cards arc printable 
but the user also can make them themselves. Plus user is given other oprion. 
which is send via e-mail. 
•> To reduce the cost of buying ready-made cards in store by user. The cost to 
buy a ready-made card is much more expensive than buying a piece c1f plain 
paper and use it to make a card yourself. 
1.3 PROJECT SCOPE 
ll\e scope of this project covers identifiable areas of report writing, system analysis, 
system design, system development and testing and the final product. The final 
product caters tho need of printable greeting card My project particularly 
concentrntes on birthday cnrd. 
2 
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Most of the greeting card Web site today otlers alt types of gn.'eting card for all 
occasion. None of them specifically do one type of cnrd. For user who wish to save 
some time looking for the right printBble card, especially birthday card they sure 
would like to come across directly to the site that offer printable birthday card. With 
Creative Wizard On Web, they will get what they want. Forget going card shopping; 
the picked over selections, not finding the right expression on the card you really like 
and of course, the cost of buying cards, with this Web site all of the problems will be 
solved. In fact, there are the reason that Creative Wizard On Web is developed 'Plus 
my intention to add one more Web site in the list of Web sites that offer printable 
birthday cards. 
The scope of the project include: 
~ Start from scratch option 
~ Use ready-made template 
•) Image database to store images and variety of fonts and sentiments 
The target user for Creative Wizard On Web includes the entire Internet user that 
wonld like to: 
•> get a printable version of birthday card 
•!r cr\:ate their OYrll l>CfSOnalized birthday card 
~ reduct oost of buying ready-made card in store 
'> don' t have time to shop for canl 
3 
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1.4 INFORMATION SEARCHING METHOD 
Jnfonnation searching refers to the method of collecting ns many information as 
possible about the system. It is one of the techniques required to improve one's 
understanding ubout the system and to satisfy the need of future researched system. It 
also required to accommodate the work base for the system design. Information 
searching method include: 
~ Books and references 
Books and references are used to collect the information needed about developing a 
system. The information are collected from sources like infonnation system, 
development tools, programming and database references, which can be found in 
Main Library University of Malaya and also National Library. Some of them are from 
my own collections. 
•:. Internet surfing 
Internet is like a largest warehouse of infonnation in the world. I use the Internet to 
search infonnation about other Web site that serve the same functions, the tools that I 
want to use, database, project methodology and other related information. 
•) Document's room 
The document's room, which is situated in the old building of FSKTM, is a room that 
'J>laced thesis rq>0rts of senior students. I used the senior's report as a reference to do 
my final project. There's lot of useful information that I've got from the reference 
such as project plan and main topics. 
4 
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1.5 PROJECT SCHEDULE 
ACTIVITY I MON"111 J\INli JULY AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB 
I 2 3 ~ I l 3 ~ I 2 3 4 2 3 4 I 2 3 4 I 2 3 4 I 2 3 4 I 2 3 ~ 
MODEL I: Information Catherin 
2.2 Tools resea.rch 
2.3 DalJlba.se research 
4. I S stem architecture 
4.2 S stem structure chart 
4.4 Datn llow dia 
MODEL': Doaamauatlon 
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1.6 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
This section wilt explain briefly tl1e conclusion of every chapter contained in this 
report. Project proposal report consists of 5 chapters and the rest are for system 
development. 
·~ Chapter I: Introduction 
This chapter introduces and fully descnl>es the Creative Wizard On Web including the 
objective, scope and also the entire system development schedule . 
.,. Chapter 2: Literature Review 
Chapter 2 explains the literature review that bas been done to gel the infonnation 
required by system, how the data gained and collected and also the comparison 
between the current available systems with the developing system. 
•:• Chapter 3: Methodology 
This chapter explains tl1e methodology and approaches thBt have bct.'ft chosc.."tl to 
develop system. 
•:0 Chapter 4: System Analysis 
Systc..in analysis analyzes the system requirements including function and non-
f unction requirements, and software and hardware requirements. Titis chapter also 
explains about why tllose requirements are needed and what are the reasons of using 
the tools chosen to develop the system. 
-> Chaptu 5: Sy.ftem Design 
·mis chapter explains the concept and design techniques of the system. It includes 
stmcturc cha.rt, datn flow diagram, process flow cha.rt, user interface and database 
dosign. 
6 
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•:• Chapter 6: System Implementation 
1n this chapter, all of the system development steps will be utterly explained with 
details starting from the modules development that will be used with each of their 
functions. 
•:• Chapter 7: System Testing 
Chapter 7 will discuss all the testing steps that are going to be used for the system. 
This phase is very important because through this phase, all the error and mistake in 
coding and interface can be identified. 
•) Chapter 8: System EvaluatWn 
lllis chapter will see the system evalual'ion. System evaluation will deal with lots of 
subject for example the problem occurred while developing the system, the security 
and restrain of the system. 
1.7 SUMMARY 
From this first chapter, the objective, scope, purpose and full description of the project 
have been explained. lne system development project schedule is also included. 
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I CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW I 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter will describe in detail the various studies and research done on the topics 
of existing greeting card Web sites, the ln1emet, software and technologies. lt is the 
objective of this chapter to outline systematically all these studies so that it will assist 
in th6 proper selection tools and development methods plus to understand the 
strenbrth, weakness, opportunities, potential and current issues about Creative Wizard 
On Web. 
2.2 GRAPHIC FILE FORMAT 
Pan of my project involves developing a Web-based application thut can ucccss and 
display the images on the client browser from image database prior to user request. 1 
have done research on graphics file format to find out the type of imnges thftt is 
suitable to be displayed on any browser. 
• 2.2.1 The Bitmap Format 
Bitmaps are the simplest form of raster images available. It typically consists of a 
header specifying height and width for the imago followed by a long string of binary 
encoded numbers, each of which represents a color for an individual pixel. Small 
bitmaps are used for icons and images that need· to be loaded quickly. Bitmaps are 
loaded quickly into video memory and displayed quickly because there is no decoding 
involved in tho display of these files. Information exists for every pixel. 
Bitmaps nrc relatively ungainly nnd resize fairly poorly. They do not adjust easily to 
8 
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resizing and editing because of their strict pi~et by pixel nature. Besides that, large 
bitmaps will take a large amount of memory. Binnaps can easily convened to every 
other significant fonnat beCHusc: bitmaps lire tt simplt: fonuttt wiU1 compression. 
• 2.2.2 Tht GlF Format 
The GIF (Graphical Interchange Fonnat) WliS dt:Signw to ddiver high-resolution 
images over Internet. The GlF uses ·a proprietary encoding/decoding scheme called 
LZW that is a non-lossy compression. A GIF file consists of a header and the encoded 
data. When you view the image, the software uses the LZW scheme to decode the file 
inlo tt bibnttp for c..li::.i>lay. Similtll'ly., when you ~ve a bitmap llS a GIF, the bitmap is 
encoded and compressed. Tb:is compres!>ion works well and led to the popu\arity of 
the GIF image. 
GIFs are very Internet compatible because of their small size special features. They 
.are the most common fonnat for buttons, icons, and horizontal rules in HTML 
documents. Additionally, the interlacing features allow a doctunent to be downloaded . 
and ·have the image displayed progressively. Lately, the animation capabilities of 
GlFs are used for spicing up web pages in all kind of interesting ways. 
When the GIF format was first invented, 256 colors was a fot. Nowadays, 256 colors 
is a limitation: Thus, GIF file format is ·noc suitable for photographs 'and high-
resolution images. Additionally, the nature of GIFs is such that simultaneous display 
of more than a couple of images can eat up all colors on the screen and result in 
poorly colored images. 
9 
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• 2.2.3 The JPEG Format 
JPEG (Joint l'hotograpliic Experts Gmup) is I\ stRndardiz~ b'Tilphics fonnat. The 
standard was developed' for compressing raw digital photographic information 
depicting real world or realistic "photographic'· scenes. JPEG handle only still image. 
This includes painting, photographic, texture etc. JPEG allows levels of compression 
and decompression to be manipulated by adjusting quality settings. JPEG allow the 
storage of pictures at a much higher color resolution. This allows for greater accuracy 
and bener-looking images. 
One probl~n with JPEG is that it is a "lossy" compression fonm1t. ff you begin with tt 
raw image such as TIFF or BMP, all of the infonnation exists. However, whl!n yon 
compress the information using JPEG, some of the information is lost. 
• 2.2.4 The PNG Format 
The PNG (Portable Network Graphics) file fonnat was introduced to replace the GIF 
file format. 111e main reason for the implementation of PNG was the age of the GIF 
format and the controversy over the LZW compression algorithm that GIF uses. In 
order to get around these two obstacles, PNG was born. 
PNG was built for the Web. It was written with all the Web oriented features of GIF 
and more. Below are some of the features of PNG as taker\ from the PNG 
specification: 
•> Indexed-color images of up to 256 colors 
.) Progressive display: a suitably prepared image file can be displayed as it is 
1cccivcd over u communication link. yielding a low-resolution image very 
quickly followed hy gradual improvc,•ment of dctnil. 
10 
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•) Transparency: portions of the imagt! cnn he mnri.ed ns tmnsparent, creating the · 
effect of a nonrectangular image. 
•> Ancillary information: textual comment and other data can be stored within 
the image file. 
•!• Effective, l 00% lossless compression 
Important new features of PNG, not available in GIF, include: 
•:• Tmt: color images of up to 48 bits per pixel 
~ Grayscale images of up to 16 bits per pixel 
•) Fun alpha channel (general transparency masks) 
-!• Image gamma information, which support automatic display of images with 
correct brightness/ contrast regardlc:ss of tJ1e machines used to origim1h:: mtd 
display the image 
•> Reliable, straightforward detection of file corruption. 
•> Faster initial presemation in progressive display mode 
PNG is a continuation of the GIF tradition, but is unencumbered by copyrights and 
limited color display. Currently, there are no browsers that support PNG, but there are 
plug-ins that allow browsers to display PNG files. PNG does not support animation. 
2.3 IMAGE STORAGE AND COMPRESSION 
One of the fundamental problems that need to be addressed in image databases is the 
physical storage stmcture of images. A number of standard image compression and 
stomgc techniques nrc emerging. Most important among these is JPEG. Image should 
be SlOtCU in ltltnMhlh:tble fom1ttls. 
l l 
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The early work on using database management technology to support multimedia 
infonnation system has concentrated on the stomgc of metn infonnation in tbe 
duhtba~ while the uctulll multimedia objects an: slon:<l in ordinary files. bnages can 
also be stored in binary fonnat. Nowadays, some database system (such as Microsoft 
SQL Server) has a datatype called IMAGE, which can store image datatype in image 
value. The image value must proceed by Ox (for example, Oxaabbcc ). 
2.4 QUERY AND INDEXING OF IMAGE DATABASES 
There seem to be at least 3 possible methods by which images might be indexed~ by 
words, by using a visual thesaurus, and by picture content. So far, only the "words,. 
method is in use in real world situation. 
• 2.4.1 Indexing and Retrieval by Words 
Explanation of this method is provided by given an example, lconclass. 
lconclass - A tltesaurus consisting of l 7 volume of hierarchically arranged codes 
assoduted with a textual description in English, desil.'lled for clussifying the content 
and subject matter of fine art material. 
3 Humnn bcinf; man I I I I 
31 The human figure 
I I I 
31 A Parts of the body 
I 
3 IA 22 1 head 
figure 2. l : lconclass Thesaurus 
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The first 2 characters of the code are digits nnd third is always a capital letter 
pennitting 25 subdivisions (.1 is excluded) at the third \eve\. When a new word or 
plutse is ttdded to the thesaurus in its corrcx:l ttlphabctiettl position, its notation is 
composed as a primary symbol and a successive level of sub-divisions of the primary 
code. The arrangement of part the thesaurus itself, showing the heading and sub-
heading of the major division from which the indexing tenn "head" was derived 
(31 A22 l , us shown in the figure). 
• 2.4.2 Indexing and Retrieval Using A Visual Thesaurus 
Visual thesaurus is 11 tllesaurus iu which a range of images are linked to thesaurus 
terms in such a way·tha1 the terms retrieve not only broader, narrower, nnd related 
terms, but also the images associated with them. 
A range of '1>opular image" is linked to the thesaurus tcnns and selection of a 
descriptive term from the thesaurus retrieves its associated image, as wetl as broader, 
narrower and related terms along with their associated images. 
• 2.4.3 Indexing and Retrieval by Query Pictures 
A query containing picture content information such as a sketch, and/or color antl 
texture, to be matched against database picture. For example, in the edge-sketch query 
method, the user draws a shape, however crude, on the screen, and the machine 
obliges by presenting those thumbnails, which most nearly resemble the sketch. as 
hits. The system is used for approximate matching between an input query-picture and 
n dntnbnsc picture. 
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2.5 CLIENT/SERVER ARCHITECTURE 
There are 2 types of client/server architectur~: 
• 2.S.I Two-tier Client/Server 
Figure 2.2 : A typical two-tier clientfS<.kf'Ver applictttion. 
In the traditional two-tier client/server environment, much of the processing is 
perfonned on the client workstation, using the memory space and processing power of 
the client to provide much of the fWlctionality of the system fields edit, local lookups, 
and access to peripheral devices (scanners, printer and so on) arc provided and 
managed by the client system. 
Jn this two-tier architecture, the client has to be aware of where the data resides and 
what the physical data looks like. The data may reside on one or more database 
servers, on a mid-range machine, or on a mainframe. The fonnatting and displaying of 
tho infonnation is provided by the client application as well . The server(s) would 
routinely only provide access to the data. These ease the flexibility of these two-tier 
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products t.o create new applications. 111is technique continues to be driving many 
smaller scale business applications. 
• 2.S.2 Three-tier (Multi-tier) Client/Senier 
Figure 2.3 : A very simplistic tl-tier layout. 
TI1e three-tier, later to be called multi-tier 11rchitecturc grew out of t11is early 
experience with "distributed" applications. As the two-tier applications percolated 
from individual and departmental units to the enterprise, it was found that they do not 
scale very-easily. And in our ever-changing business environment, scalability and 
mainhsinability of a system W"e primary concerns. Anol11er factor lllat contnbutes to 
the movu from two-tier to three-tier systems is the wide variety of clients within a 
larger organization. 
In multi-tier W"chitecture, each of the major pieces of functionality is isolated. The 
presentation layer is independent of the business logic, which in tum, is separated 
from tho dam access layer. This model requires much more analysis and design on the 
front-end , but the dividends reduced maintenance and greater flexibility pay off time 
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and again. Reifer to the multi-tier (n-tier) client/server diagram above to get a clear 
picture about tlrte architecture. ln the diagram. the network server ·is not shown. lt's 
assumed that it is already in place. 
2.6 SOFTW'ARE AND TECHNOLOGY 
This section wiill attempt to descnbe in detail the software and vaiious technologies 
taken into consideration when building the system. The main areas of research are the 
platforms, web languages, technologies and database management system. These are 
duly discussed below. 
• 2.6. l Platform 
With reference: to computers, a platfonn is an underlying computer system on which 
application programs can run. On personal computers, Windlows 95 and the 
Macintosh ar•! examples of two different platforms. On cnt•~rise servers or 
mainframes, IBM's System/390 is an example of a platfonn. 
A platfonn c:onsists of an operating system, which is tho c:omputer system's 
coordinating program, and a microprocessor, which is the microchip in the computer 
that performs logic operations and manages data movement in the computer. The 
operating syst1em must be designed to work with the particular miciroprocessor's set of 
instn1ctions. 
Historically, most applications programs have had to written to run on a particular 
platfom1. EAd1 platform provided a different apJ>lication program interface for 
different systt:m servi~. In addition, a platfonn is any base of technologies on which 
other technologies or processes aro built. 
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2.6.t.1 Windows 95/98/Me 
One of the mc1st 'J>Opular o-pcmting system is the Microsoft's family of Windows 
operating systems. Tile Windows family of operating system is basitt:ally divided into 
two categories. The Windows 95, 98 and Milleimium Edition (Me) are mostly used by 
home users wlhile the more stable category of operating systems, cons~1ing the 
Windows NT a:nd Windows 2000, are mostly used by corporations. 
Windows 95/918fMe are widely installed products in the market place and remain the 
dominant operating system for personal computer. The rclativelS1 ·easy process t>f 
installation, ea~;e of use and the user friendly Graphics User lnterfac;e (GUI) improved 
the penetrationi and usage of the personal computer since i1s first 1product, Windows 
95 was launched in 1995. 
Starting with Windows 98, Microsoft began to integrate tightly wt~b technology into 
its operating system. Using the Active Desktop of Windows 98, user scnn view nnd 
access desktop objects that reside on the Internet as well or local files and 
applications. 111e Windows 98 desktop is a web page with HTML links and feahues 
thttt exploit Microsoft' s ActiveX controls. Windows 98 also provides better system 
perfom1ance along with easier system diagnostics and maintenance. Besides that, 
Windows 98 eilso introduced lnterne1 Connection sharing that allows a single Internet 
co1mection to l>e shared over multiple networked computers. 
Microsoft Windows Millennium is an update to Windows 98. At first gl8I\ce the 
interface looks almost identical to Windows 98 but Microsoft hns actually included 
many changes and enhancements that will please the home iuser. For example, 
improveinenln huvu betm made to the key areas such as System Stability, Digital 
Mcdill, Homo1 Networking, and Ontino lmprovc.-ments. 
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2.6.l .2 Windows 2000 
The Windows 2000 Server operating system is designed to let user increase the value 
of their existing investments while lowering overall computing costs. Specifically, 
Windows 2000 Server is easier to deploy, configure, and use because it provides 
centralized, customizable management services. 
Windows 2000 Server provides services that let user build and depiloy servers more 
quickly. The Ccmfigure Your Server Wizard significantly reduces the time it takes to 
build a server rund reduces the likelihood of error. Additional new W'izards reduce the 
time it takes to create new Web sites, create virtual directories, manage security 
settings, and manage security certificates. And, with the SysPrep utility, user can 
dramatically reduce the rime it takes to build completely configured Windows 2000-
based servers as compared to installing and configuring those same s.ervers by hand. 
Additionally, Windows 2000 Server allows user to configure th(:ir network more 
easily. Moreov1er, it provides services that manage the trust relationships between 
domains in any organization, and also automated replication and local caching of 
DNS and DHCIP information so user's network is robust and responaivc. 
Windows 2000 Server is designed to address all of the concerns about controlling 
computer's configuration of individuals and groups of users b~led on user's job 
responsibilities and computer skills. 1t provides powerful management services 
through infrastmcture enhancements as well as tools built on 1the infrastructure. 
Windows 200()1 Server delivers powerful, comprehensive managc!ment services to 
better managu s.ervers, networks and Windows-based desktops. 
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2.6.1.3 Unln 
The UNIX opc1rnting system wns designed to let a number of programmers access the 
computer at tl1e: same time and share its resources. 11le operating system coordinates 
the use of the c:omputer's resources, allowing one person, for example, to run a spell 
check program while another creates a documenl, lets another edit a document while 
another creates. graphics, and lets another user format a document - all at the same 
time, with each user oblivious to the activities of the others. 
The UNIX opt::rating system controls all of the commands from aU of the keyboards 
and all of the data being generated, and permits each user to believe he or she is the 
only person working on the computer. Thjs real-time sharing of resources makes 
UNIX one oftlhe most powerful operating systems ever. 
Although UNIX was developed by programmers for program1m:rs, it provides an 
environment !IO powerft1l and flexible that it is found in bm1inesscs, sciences, 
academic, and industry. Many telecommunications switches and tnmsmission systems 
also are contrnlled by administration and maintenance systems base:d on UNIX. 
A major cont1ibution of the UNIX system was its portability, pemnitting it to move 
from one brand of computer to another with a minimum of code changes. It also 
meant that the: operating system could be upgraded without having all the customer's 
data inputted 1again. And new versions of UNIX were backward compatible with older 
versions, mnk1ing it easier for companies to upgrade in an orderly nnanner. 
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2.6. l .4 LiDtllX 
Linux is a free IUNIX workalike operating system. 1t comes with full source code and 
oodles of UNIX ftceware including the GNU C (nnd C+t-) compiler, Perl and Tcl!fk. 
Linux runs on ;a variety of computer architectures. including ARM, SP ARC, Alpha, 
PowerPC, M68k, MIPS, and lntel. 
Linux supports. most Intel PC hardware. Some of the latest hardware options will 
likely have only limited support under Linux. The operating system also supports a 
wide variety of older hardware. 
Especially in a business environment, Linux has mostly acted as a s~!rver. With Linux, 
users typically install it on an older, unused PC. Linux then starts providing network 
services such ~1s file or print sharing. Cisco, for example, uses Lin\llx systems as print 
servers on its l1arge internal network. Many University sites use Limnx as a server. 
Through a program called SAMBA, Linux can act as a Windows file and print server. 
In a lot of org~mizations, Windows remains on the desktop and Linux stays in the back 
room. Users can save a lot of money this way. 
Overall , basically with Linux, user can turn their PC into a UNIX workstation. Linux 
is an ideal platform for many potential users: 
<- Users who want to learn more about the UN\X operating system and the X 
Windo1w System. 
~ lnterrutt surf en who want a powerful platform for cruising the Internet. 
~ Syllttm admlnlst'raton who want an alternative to expensive UNIX 
workstations, either in their workplace or at home. 
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+:. Progran11men who want a cheap home or small-business platfonn for 
developing software that cnn be used on other, more 1>0werful UNlX systems. 
• 2.6.2 \1\leb Languages and Technologies 
2.6.2.1 Web Application Languages 
a) HTML 
HyperText Markup Language (HTML) is the language used to prepare web hypertext 
documents. H1~ML contains commands, called elements or tags, to mark text as 
headings, paragraphs, lists, quotations and so on. It also has tags for including images 
within the documents, for including fill-in forms that accept user in1mt, and most 
importantly for including hypertext links connecting the document being read to other 
documents or Internet resources such as anonymous File Transfor Protocol (FTP) 
sites. lt is this last feature that allows the user to click on a string of highlighted text 
and access a new document, an image, or a movie file from a computer thousand of 
miles away. TI1is can be accessed through a Unifonn Resource Loc.ater (URL), which 
is included in the HTML markup instructions and is used by the use;r's browser to find 
the designated resource. 
The URL may be points to other HTML documents, pictures, sound files, movie files, 
or even database search engines. They can be downloadable programs in Java or other 
languages. Th1ey can also be located on the user's computer or anywhere on the 
lntemct. In fa.ct, they can be accessed from HTTP servers or fro1m FTP, Gopher or 
other servers. The URL is an immensely flexible scheme, and nil combmation with 
1 ITML, yields an incredibly powerful package for preparing a1 web of hypertext 
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documents linkc~ to each other. This image of interlinked resources is in fact the 
vision that gave Tise to the name, World Wide Web. 
Writing good HTML documents involve both teclmical issues anid design issues. 
Technical issue includes proper construction of the document while design issues 
ensure that the infonnation or content is clearly presented to the us<..'f. H1ML can be 
used to create web pages without any specialized software in less time that it takes to 
schedule and wait for an appointment with a highly paid HTML wix.ard. It is a fact 
that this langua;ge can be learned very fast by example. 
b) DynallBic HTML 
Dynamic HTtvlL (DHTML) is not a scripting language (like VElScript, Jscript or 
JavaScript), but merely a browser feature or enhancement that gives anybody's 
browser the ability to be dynamic. DHTML is the combination •of several built-in 
browser features in fourth generation browsers that enable a web page to be more 
dynamic. It is a collection of features that together, enable user's web page to be 
dynamic. "Dynamic" is defined as the ability of the browser to alter a web page's look 
and style after the document has loaded. 
The technology of DHTML is currently as its development stage, Yt~th Netscape 4 and 
Internet Explorer 4 differing quite greatly in their implement.ntion of this great 
technology. One DHTML is impossible to function in both lbrowsers proµerly . 
Furthcnnore, the two browsers are at different stages in their development of 
DHTML. However, it seems that OHTML in Internet Explorer 4 fa far more powerful 
and versatile than Netscape 4. 
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b) XML 
XML is a markup language for documents containing structured inli'ormation. It is a 
set of rules for designing text fom1nts thot let user stmctures their data. XML is not a 
programming language, and anybody don't have to be a programmer to use it or learn 
it. XML makes it easy for a com1)uter to generate data, read data, antd ensme 1hat the 
data structure iB unambiguous. XML avoids common pitfalls in language design. It is 
extenstole, platform-independent, and it supports internationalization. and localization. 
XML is fully Uoicodtx0mpliant. 
XML was created so that richly structured documents could be used over the web. 
The only viable alternatives, HTML and SGML, are not practical for this purpose. 
HTML comes llxnmd with a set of semantics and does not provide ftrbitrary stntcture. 
SOML providE:s arbitrary structure, but is too difficult to implemcmt just for a web 
browser. Whifo XML is being designed to deliver structured content over the web, 
some of the 1very features it lacks to make this practical, make SGML a more 
satisfactory sol.ution for the creation and long-time storage of compllex documents. 
2.6.2.2 Tec:bnologles 
The technolo~:y being discussed in this section refers to web server technologies in 
which scripts ure run on the server instead of on the browser. Wbcm saipts run on the 
server rather than on the client, the web server docs an the work involved in 
generating the: HTML pages that are sent to the browsers. Th~~c arc no worries 
whether a browser can process a web page or not as the server docs all the processing 
for it. Below, we analyze the different technologies for server side saipting. 
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a) ASP 
Microsoft's Active Server Pages (ASP) technology is n powerful tool for building 
web sites that incorporate dynamic content. ThRt means, Active Serve:r Pages provides 
the capability for the Web server to process application logic ~md then deliver 
standard HTML to the client browser. ASP is a 32-bit, multithreaded service that runs 
under Windows NT Server. Fundamentally, building ASP applications involves 
creating .asp filtes. ASP applications are: 
<• Comple1tely integrated with HTML file 
4> Easy to create, with no manual compiling or linking of progralllls required 
~ Object-oriented and extensible with ActiveX server component. 
Developers can use ASP to include executable script directly in the HTML files. 
HTML develo·pment and scripting development become the same process, ennbte 
developer focus on the look of the web sites. 
ASP is integrated into Windows NT Server, so it knows when a file has changes. A 
changed script is automatica1\y compiled the next time it is request. Besides that, ASP 
applications are easy to develop using ASP scripting. Any scriptinig language can be 
used but developers has to provide the ap1)ropriate scripting e:ngine if it is not 
provided. ASP provides scripting engine for Microsoft Visual Basic Scripting Edition 
(VBScript) anid JScript. ASP generated content is coml)atibte with standard web 
browser. 
b) CGI 
The Common Gateway Interface (CGI) was one of the first methods used to create 
dynnmics HT'ML. Programming in COi provide a standard c.ommunication and 
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processing mechanism between the requesting client browser. the gateway program 
and the HTTP 1server. The COl progrnms help create n stl\l\dnrd i11lterface with the 
HTIP server to eliminate having to team the specifics of Hypertext Transfer Protocol. 
COi programs are usually wrinen in a scripting language such as the Practical 
Extraction and Repon Language (PERL). When script is called on the web server, the 
web server treats the PERL script as a separate executable. This executable program is 
not limited to just one script; it can consist of multiple scripts running on separate 
machines. 
However, becaiuse the hosting server treats CGI applications a separate executable, a 
new process is: created for each instance in which the COi appllicatiou is catted. 
Creating new process on the server is a very expansive resource tusk and can cause 
signific.ant resource drain and performance issues. Funhermorc, COi applications 
suffer from the inability to share information across applications. TI1is is bccnnsc each 
new CGI process is created within its own memory space and cnnnot dynamically 
share informatiion with other memory spaces of other instantiated 001 program. 
c) ISAPI 
The Internet Service Application Program Interface (ISAPI) builds on the lesson 
learned from shortcoming follnd in COi application. ISAPI shares the same functional 
aspects of COi programming but differ from mditional CGI programming in the way 
the script is executed. ISAPI relies on loading scripts into HTIJP server's memory 
space to reduce the resource drain required to create a new procei~ . The significance 
of using shnrc1d memory spaces is that all the resources made ava.ilable to the HTTP 
service are now made available to the ISAPI applications. 
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However, in mO'St siruations, often the greatest strength of a product i~1 also its greatest 
weakness. Care1ful and thorough coding and testing must be used when creating an 
ISAPI application. Because the lSAPl application shares the same nnemory space as 
the HTIP serv1er, if the lSAPI application crashes, the HITP seiver can also be 
brought down. !If the ISAPI application terminates without cleaning up the corrupted 
memory space, mnaway processes or memory leaks could result. 
2.6.2.3 Scripting Language 
There is no definition of a scripting language. Sometimes the tenn iis used to make a 
distinction from compiled languages. However, some languages like C or C-++ can be 
used for scripting as well as full appllcations. The term scripting is also used because 
a language will react to, control, or "script" a series of events. Even macro languages 
built into PC applications like spreadsheets, databases, word processors, and 
muJtimedia ap1plications are now often called scripting languages,, The purpose of 
most scripting languages is to extend the capabilities of appHcatiom1. This section will 
describe the different scripting languages that are most popular today. 
a) JavaSc:ript 
JavaScript is the scripting language of the Internet. It is the mostt popular scripting 
language on the World Wide Web and is used in millions of Web p,ages to power rich, 
interactive colfltent and increasingly powerful web applications. JavaScript can be 
used both on (he client (CSJS) and on the server (SSJS). The JavaScript language can 
also be used across browsers, applications, platforms, and devices, making it the 
language of choice for building next-generation web applications. 
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Server-side and1 client-side JavaScript share the same core language. This core 
language corresrponds to ECMA-262, the scripting lnngunge standardized by the 
European standards body, with some additions. It also defines other language features 
such as its expressions, statements, and operators. Although server-side and client-
side JavaScript use the same core functionality, in some cases they use them 
differently. The components of JavaScript are illustrated in Figure 2.3. 
CLIEITTSlDE JAVASOUPT 
Cll111t.ll<le 
·11hl1U1.>11• 
(111ch u wl11dow 
111d hl-.ory) Ccn 
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addltlona 
(sud! u tervtr 
11nd daub ue 
S•rv•1'41ld• ] 
_.___ .___ _ J 
URVf'.R.SfDt JAVASCAIPT 
Figure 2.4 : The JavaScript language 
Client-side Jav·aScript (or Navigator JavaScript) encompasses the c:ore language plus 
extras such as ·the predefined objects only relevant to nmning JavaScript in a browser. 
Server-side Ja·vaSctipt encompasses the same core language plus extras such as the 
predefined objects and functions only relevant to running JavaScript on a server. This 
guide provid~~ infonnation and instructions for using the core and client-side 
JavaScript. 
Client-side Ja1vnScript is embedded directly in HTML pages and i·s interpreted by the 
browser com1plctoly at runtime. Because production applicatio1ns frequently have 
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greater pcrfonnnnce demands upon them, JavaScript applications tha1  take advantage 
of its server-side: capabllities arc compiled before they are dep1oyed. 
JavaScript is a simple to comprehend, easy to use, general purpose saripting language. 
When used in conjunction with a Web browser's Document Object Model (DOM), it 
can produce pc1werful dynamic HTML browser-based applications., which also can 
feature animaricm and sound. 
b) JScript 
JScript is the Microsoft implementation of the ECMA 262 language :specification. It is 
a full implementation, plus some enhancements that take advantage of capabilities of 
Microsoft Internet Explorer. JScript is an interpreted, object-based s:cripting language 
with fewer capabilities than full-fledged object-oriented languages li1ke C++ and Java. 
JScript is more than sufficiently powerful for its intended purposes. 
JScript is not a cut-down version of any other language (it is only distantly and 
indirectly relatied to Jav~ for example), and it is not a simplification of anything. It is, 
however, limit1cd. You cannot write standalone applications in it, for example, and it 
has little capability for reading or writing files. Moreover, JScript scripts can run only 
in the presenc~: of an interpreter, either in a Web server or a Web browser. 
JScript is a lo1osely typed language. That means user do not have to declare the data 
types of varia'bles explicitly. Moreover, in many cases JScript peirforms conversions 
automatically when they are needed. 
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c) VBScript 
VBScript, or by its full name, the Microsoft Visual Basic Scripting Edition language, 
is a scripting language or more precisely n "scripting cnvironmc~t", which can 
enhance HTML Web pages by making tliem active, as compared t•o a simple static 
display. 
Specifically, VBScript was created by Microsoft to use either as a cli1ent-side scripting 
language for the Microsoft Internet Explorer (versions 3.0 and later) or as a server-
side scripting hmguage with the Microsoft Internet lnfonnation Server (versions 3.0 
and later). A p1imary advantage for using the server-side approach is that the server 
processes the VBScript before it is transmitted to tile client. Therefore, the client only 
receives an HTML page. 
In contrast, by using the client-side approach, user purposely transfor the workload to 
the browser in corder to reduce the workload of the server. Unfortunately, older or non-
Microsoft browsers may not be able to correctly interpret and display the transmitted 
file. In addition to this, the source code is exposed to the browser user. On the brighter 
side, a client-~>ide program can produce a more-responsive application, since user 
input can be processed on the client machine, and not sent back to the server for 
processing. 
The true imponancc of VBScript is that it is the default languag•e of Active Server 
Pages (ASP). ASP is an exciting technology from Microsoft th1at is of significant 
value to developers. ASP extends standard HTML by adding built-in objects and 
server-side scripting, and by allowing access to databases ancl other server-side 
ActiveX components. All of this means that it is now even easier than ever to make 
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your Web page!; as dynamic and enticing as you desire. For many Web-application 
developers, VBScript may very well be the most importnnt progrnmming language. 
2.6.2.4 Web Application Development Tools 
This section wiil\ anempt to describe the various tools considered for use during 
implementation of the Creative Wizard On Web project 'Neb application 
development tools are basically editors used to write and develop web pages. There 
are many types of web application development tools in the market today; however, 
the study belovv wiU only take into accmmt several of the more po·pu1ar tools in the 
market. 
a) Microsioft FrontPage 2000 
The Microso·ft FrontPage 2000 Web site creation and management tool gives users 
everything they need to easily create and manage great Web sites .. FrontPagc 2000 
allows users to easily create great-looking Web sites exactly the way they want. They 
can give their Web site a professional and consistent look across all pages, impon and 
edit HTML jus:t as they like, and use the latest in Web technology. 
FrontPage 2000 aiiows users to easily update sites and quickly anid flexibly manage 
Internet or intra.net Web sites. Users can set up and maintain their !iite, easily monitor 
the condition of their Web site, and make updates. Workgroups m teams can work 
together on sites, and companies can install and administer Fron.tPage 2000 across 
their company. Furthermore, FrontPage 2000 allows users to work together with 
Microsoft Office to save time. It was designed to function more like Microsoft Office 
so thnt users can get up and nmning with FrontPage more quickly than ever. 
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b) ColdFusion 
Coldfusion pmvides components that enable the creation of dynamic, database-
powered Web applications. Cold Fusion possesses R number of features that make it 
potentially appealing for Web development. lt offers a high-level progrwnming model 
not drastically different from the HTML files and editors that many Webmasters 
already know. It has been designed to allow for the integration of custom modules, 
important for c1rganizations looking to tailor software to fit their spe1cific needs. And it 
supports conn1ectivity to databases. More specifically, the designers of ColdFusion 
built the product with 1hese four goals in mind: 
""° rapid application development 
~ scalability 
•!• integration 
.:• security 
Rapid applica1tion development, or RAD, is a relative thing. In this case, the tenn 
refers to Coldf usion's visual tools and high-level interfaces. lnstet1d of writing server 
software in a system programming language like Java or C++-, de"elopers can use the 
ColdFusion Markup Language (CFML) that has syntax very similar to HTML, XML 
and other-tag based fonnats. The product also includes visual debugging and 
administratio111 tools. 
ColdFusion'si main scalability feature is support for dynamic load balancing and 
automatic fa1il-ovcr in clustered environments. In other words, the product can be 
configured to use and divide work amongst multiple servers. For high-traffic, very 
dynamic envilronments, this may provide substantial beneilt. 
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c) Dreamweaver UltraDev 4.0 
Drearnweaver lJltraDev 4.0 is none powerful tool to create professional websites and 
also with its foatures, it is the easiest way to build powerful Internet applications. 
Drearnweaver UltraDev 4.0 let user achieve complete control over code and design 
where they can build the site they want, the way they want it. 
Built on the IDreamweaver 4 fmmdation, Ultradev 4 now adds remote database 
connectivity, atllowing developers to use the actual database that will be deployed; 
developers can now see what their pages will look like with the actual data while 
designing the npplication. 
The combination of the clean, flexible client-side page-crea,tion interface of 
Dreamweaver 4 and server-side behaviors and database features of Ultradev is much 
more pref cred by most user. While it may not be the only tool they'll use, it is a hard-
working rnust··have for professional Web developers who need d81labasc support, but 
not heavy-codling headaches. 
2.6.2.5 W1eb Interface D~ign Tools 
a) Macrromedia Flash 5.0 
Macromedia Flash 5.0 is the fastest way to create rich ln1ernet content and 
applications with a better return on investment. Its powerful video, multimedia and 
application development features allow the creation of rich US€:r interfaces, online 
advertising, ci-Lcaming courses and enterprise application front-e111ds. 
Furthcnnorc, Flash 5.0 also expands the already impressive f10ssibilities of what 
anybody can do with streaming Web media. Coders will ,appreciate the new 
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rudimentary HTML rendering, built-in XML p1m;cr. and advanced scripting engine. 
Animators and graphic designers will be pleased by the inclusion of new tools, beefier 
import options, and integration with other Macromedia products. 
All in all, Flash 5.0 is an exciting product. The new features make it a must-have for 
any developer who wants to create rich but lightweight Web media. 
b) Adobe Photosbop 
Adobe Photosl~op is an image-editing standard software. It provid~s a comprehensive 
toolset, unma11ched precision, and powerful creative options to help user create 
professional-qiuality images for Web, print, and emerging media. Other than that, it is 
also developed to meet any creative or production demand and to handle the widest 
variety of image-editing tasks in the most efficient way. 
With its comprehensive set of retouching, painting, drawing., and Web tools, 
Photoshop helps user complete any image-editing task efficie111tly that they can 
experiment fr1eely without sacrificing efficiency. Photoshop also 1~ves user the tools 
they need to keep the work on track and bring it in on deadline. 
Adobe Photoshop delivers high-powered image editing, photo retouching, and 
compositing !tools to help user get professional-quality results. It offers a lot of tools 
with their sp1~i6c task to help user alter their images the way they want it such as 
edge smoothing, sharpening controls, healing brush, color correction etc. 
The powerfllll Photoshop paint engine lets user simulate traditional painting 
1echniqucs, i1ncluding charcoal, pastel, and we1 or dry brush eff ec:ts. They can choose 
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from the many preset brush styles or use the Bmshes palette to create their own 
tmique effects. With its drawing tool, user cnn dmw resolution-independent vector 
shapes instantly with the line, rectangle, ellipse, polygon, and custom shape tools. 
Adobe Photoshop Web tools, lets user produce exceptional image1y for the Web and 
wireless deviCE:s along with the helps from lmageReady, which ship·s with Photo shop. 
There are slicmg tool, optimization tools, rollovers palette, animation palette and 
other Web toolls in Photoshop to help user create their style of user interface. 
2.6.2.6 Browser 
A browser is an application program that provides a way to look and interacts with all 
the infonnation on the World Wide Web. The word "browscir" seems to have 
originated prior to the Web as a generic tenn for user interfaces that let user browse 
text files onlm1e. By the time the first Web browser with a graphical1 user interface wns 
invented (Mo~;aic, in 1992), the term seemed to apply to web content, too. 
A web browser is technically, client program that uses the Hypertext Transfer 
Protocol (HTTP) to make requests of web servers throughout the I internet on behalf of 
the browser user. A commercial version of the original browser, Mosaic is in use. 
Many of the user interface features in Mosaic, however went into the first widely used 
browser, Net~1cape Navigator. Microsoft followed with its Internet EX}>lorer. 
Today, these two browser are highly competitive and the only two browsers that the 
vast majority of Internet users are aware of. Although the online services, such as 
Anu.-rica Online, CompuServe and Prodigy, originally had 1Lheir own browser. 
Virtually all now offer the Netscape or Microsoft browsers. !Lynx is a text only 
browser for Unix shell and VMS users. Another recently offered browser is Opera. 
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a) Micros.l)ft Internet Explorer 
Internet Ex'J)lm·er is a program, which enables users to access the World Wide Web 
(WWW). a network of file servers that use hypertcx1 links to find a:nd access files. It 
provides a private, reliable, and flexible browsing experience for usexs of Windows 98 
and Windows 98 SE, Windows Millennium Edition. Windows NT®1 Workstation 4.0, 
and Windows 2000. 
One of the most compelling features of Internet Explorer for all users is the tool to 
help user mainitain the privacy of their personal information on the Web. These tools 
allow them to control how and under what circumstances their personal infonnation is 
shared on We'b sites. The latest version of Internet Explorer bas Edso taken steps to 
improve Web browser reliability with the option of fault collection services. With the 
new innovathre browser capabilities, including media playback, automatic pict\lre 
resizing, and more, anybody can experience the Web exactly the WElY that they want 
Internet Explorer is also a feature-rich platform for building Web··based applications 
and devetopin1g infonnative content for users. The browser provides enhanced support 
for standards..:based Internet technologies and improves the ease and speed with which 
developers cam take advantage of these technologies. Improvements to the browser-
programming model, such as enhanced DHTML features, funher enrich the Web 
development platfonn. 
In summary, Internet Explorer is the fastest, most feature pack<:d, most innovative 
browser available in the world today. The combination of integrated document 
browsing, speedy Web pcrfonnance and new features mak1e it a vezy tough 
combination to beat. 
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b) Netsca~ Navigator 
Netscape Communicator is a comprehensive set of components that integrates 
browsing, ernatil, web-based word processing, and chat to allow users to easily 
communicate, share, and access information. One of the main components of 
Netscape Communicator is Netscape Navigator. 
Netscape Na1t1igator is the world's premier browser. Based on open standards, 
Navigator is the cornerstone of Netscape Communicator's ability to access the wealth 
of information and network applications available on intranets, •~xtranets, and the 
Internet. Following are the features on Netscape Navigator: 
•> Suggests sites and information related to the web page users are currently 
viewing (the What's Related feature). 
(• Lets u!Scr type common words into the Location field to find whnt they want 
(the Internet Keywords feature). 
•:• Screer.is out offensive web content by using NetWatch, which is based on the 
PICS standard. 
•) Suppo1rts cascading style sheets, absolute positioning, and HTML fonts. 
~ Sup-ports JDK I. I on multiple platforms with performance t:mhancements. 
~ SuppClrts JavaScript 1.3, which is EMCA-252 compliant. 
•) lncludles context-sensitive help. 
The Smart Browsing feature in Netscape Navigator can underStttnd common words 
(in addition to traditional URLs) and use them to guide \JLSer to the correct 
information. lt can filter out pages with inappropriate material and intelligently 
recommend t:>thcr web sites and information related to the material users is currently 
viewing. 
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As web conten1l continues to be more interactive and more like Wl application, support 
for the latest standards-based web technology is critical. Navigatior has integrated 
support for tlu: Java Development Kit (JDK) 1. t. including AWT 1.1.5, JavaBeans, 
and JNl . Navig;ator also supports JavaScript 1.3, which is ECMA-252 compliant. 
c) Opera 
Opera is user-friendly, secure and has powerful features that make :surfing easy, safe, 
and fun. It is renowned for being the world's fastest browser. This is particularly 
important on Internet devices with slow connections, but surfing with greater speed is 
just as enjoyable on a new desktop computer. 
Opera is mucln smaller than other major browsers. Yet, it is full-featured and offers 
more functions than the competition. Its installation takes merely :a minute and does 
not eat up us1er' s hard disk space. Opera also functions quite well on systems with 
limited reSOUTICCS. 
Furthennore, Opera supports the most advanced and widespread standards for 
encrypting seinsitive inf onnation, and has been named the "most secure browser you 
can use" by a number of publications. Opera's security protections are meant to guard 
user's browsiJ!lg habits, as well as to protect them when they use p.ersonal infonnation 
on Web sites. Below are some other of the important features of Opera: 
•!• Supports all common Web standards, such as HTML, XML, XHTML, CSS, 
and HTTP, and implements them according to the official 1recommendations . 
.) Remember all user 's windows and Web pages between surfing sessions. This 
lets u·ser continue surfing exactly where they left off, regatrdless of how many 
windows they had open. 
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•) Supponts all common image standards, nnd can play audio and show 
animati·ons. Multimedia and images can be turned on and off for faster page 
loading. 
~ Supports t11e File Transfer Protocol (FTP), which means that user can browse 
and download files from an FTP setVer. 
• 2.6.3 Database Management System 
2.6.3.1 MySQL 
MySQL is a database management system. A database is a structured collection of 
data. It may be anything from a simple shopping list to a picture gallery or the vast 
amounts of iE1formation in a corporate network. To add, access, and process data 
stored in a c•omputer database, you need a database management system such as 
MySQL Server. 
MySQL is a relational database management system. A relational dlatabase stores data 
in separate tables rather than putting all the data in one Lig storeroom. This adds speed 
and tlexibili~y. The tables are linked by defined relations making it possible to 
combine data from several tables on request. The SQL 'J)art of "MySQL" stands for 
"Structured Query Language" - the most common standardizedl language used to 
access databases. MySQL software is Open Source. Open Source means that it is 
possible for alllyone to use and modify. Anybody can download the MySQL software 
from the lntemet and use it without paying anything. 
The MySQL database serv\.-r is vc.-ry fast, reliable, and easy to use. MySQL Server 
was originally developed to handle large databases much faster th1an existing solutions 
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and has been successfully used in highly demanding production •environments for 
several years. Though under constant development. MySQL Server today offers a rich 
and useful set c:>f functions. Its connectivity, speed, ruld security mak1e MySQL Server 
highly suited for accessing databases on the Internet. 
2.6.3.2 Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 
Microsoft SQL Server version 7.0 is the most robust database for the Windows 
Family, the Re:lational Database Management System (RDBMS) of choice for a broad 
spectrum of cc:>rporate customers and Independent Software Vendors (ISVs) building 
business applications. Customer needs and requirements have driven significant 
product innovations in ease of use, reliab1lity and scalability and data warehousing so 
that is why SQL Server 7.0 is invented. SQL Server 7.0 runs on Windows NT 4.0 or 
Windows 2000. 
Microsoft SQL Server 7 .0 has been redesigned to provide important new server 
architecture and graphical administration features, while maintaining ANSI and SQL 
Server 6.x c:ompatibility. Enhancements have also been madie to SQL Server 
architecture, Berver ftmctionatity, and development tools to make i1t more flexible and 
reliable. SQL Server version 7 .0 also allows user to detach databases from a server, 
then reattach them to another server, or even attach the database back to the same 
server. If someone have a SQL Server database file, they can tell SQL Server when 
they connect tl1at they want that database file attached witl1 a specific database name. 
Most Visual Bosic applications involve database programming of some kind, and 
SQL Server '7.0 is the database of choice for many Visual Basic 1programmers. It is a 
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natural next stage for VB developers wanting to e.xpnnd their datnbase skills. With 
this, it's l>rovem that Microsoft SQL Server 7 .0 is n powerful. scalabl1e, very fast , 
stable and alsoi, easier to manage database server. 
2.6.3.3 Micnl)soft Access 2000 
Since its introduction in l 992, Microsoft Access has become one of the most versatile 
applications in tbe Office suite. Access 2000 mak-es it easy to g(!t the infonnation 
user's need arid provides powerful tools that help developm arid users organize and 
share their database·so that they can make better decisions. 
Microsoft.Acicess 2000 allow user to build powerful business solutions more easily 
and find answers faster. Plus, with new tools in Access 20()0, it enable Web 
collaboration and improve productivity of work by user by making the data 
immediately available to any coworker. Access 2000 also introduces a host of new 
capabilities in terms of productivity, Data Access Pages (databound HTML 
documents), SQL Server integration, programmability, worldwid«~ support, and new 
Jet database c:ngine features. 
Microsoft Ac:cess is a database and more specifically a relational database. All the 
objects (tablt~. queries, reports etc) and the data is stored in a single .mdb file, 
although the 1objects can be split from the data if required. 
• 2.6.4 Adobe Portable Document Format 
Adobe Portalbte Document Format (PDF) is the open de facto standard for electronic 
document diBtribution worldwide. Adobe PDF is a universal file fonnat that preserves 
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all the fonts, funnatting, graphics, and color of any source documell't, regardless of the 
application arnd platfonn used to create it. Adobe PDF "files are compact and C<ID be 
shared, viewe:d, navigated, and printed exactly as intended by ar1yone with Adobe 
Acrobat Reader. 
Anyone, anywhere can open a PDF file. All they need is Acrobat Reader software. 
PDF files always display exactly as created, regardless of fonts, software, and 
operating systems. PDF files always print correctly on any printilag device. Tagged 
PDF preserve:s a documenl's visual integrity so it can be viewed om Palm OS devices, 
on the Web, or in print. Content in PDF documents can be saved in Rieb Text Fonnat 
and reused in other applications. Tagged PDF files contain information on content and 
structure, whiich make them accessible with the help of screen read•;:rs. 
Adobe PDF aLlso offers the following benefits: 
•!• Adobe PDF files can be published and distributed anywhere: in print , attached 
to e-mail, on corporate servers, posted on Web sites, or on CD-ROM. 
~ Compact Adobe PDF files are smaller than their source files, can be 
downloaded a page at a time for fast display on the Web, amd don~ slow down 
network. 
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2.7 CURRENT AVAILABLE SYSTEM 
A survey has been done on printable greeting card Web sites and s•oftware. Most of 
the Web sites offer more than one type of cards and not specifically birthday cards 
and the same goes with the software. Below are the results of my obs.!rvation: 
• 2.7. J Greeting Haus 
A,. 
Greeting Haus 
_,, 
..................................... -.. ....... 
...... ..........,._, .................................. .. 
.................... , ...... __...... 
.................. ~._,..,. .... flC ....... ..... 
""-......... 
Figure 2.5: Greeting Haus Screen Shot 
Greeting Haus is a Web site that offers do-it-yourself printable b'11eeting card. It is 
developed by CB Designs Studio. And not only this Web site off er greetfog card, it 
also feature invitation cards and printable calendars to be made by 1t1sers themselves. 
They can choose greetings from a wide variety of printable combinations. 
However this site require users to be a member before they can heive full access to 
every document on this site. Subscribers will have full use of all printtable files during 
the duration of his/her membership. Upon expiration of the subscripition tenn, access 
to all Greeting Haus member files aJso expires unless renewed by the subscriber. 
Members do non purchase flies, only access to files for personal printing during the 
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tenn of subscriiprion. 
Its user interfilce is quite simple and easy to navigate. The first p;sge shows a brief 
introduction tC> the site. There's a direct link to go to the greeting cards page of user's 
choice. If they want to get a printable birthday card, they just have to click the 
•Birthday" option and it will link to the one of three pages as shown below: 
.. •.-.,11•1> j, 11, •I·"' "' 'rlJ•~ .. .... •eft'""-1 ... l..,.... I ... - .•'-'olf~'!;:>.",; 
~ 00 I OJ( VCIUJl,<\ll ~ ~ . 
·-----
............. ~ ........ ..a 
-
-..--~--. ----~ __ ...,._ __ 
-----
__ ..,_, __ 
~ I .,. "· - l~ l • ..... 
.-i ........ ---. .... a.. 
Figure 2.6: Birthday card section 
Every page olf birthday card consists of 6 different styles of design!>. To print a card, 
there's a stcp··by-step guide for the ease of use by subscribers. The cards chosen will 
give a quality results and easily printed if users make the right papc::r choice. The steps 
to print are as. follows: 
I) Download selections to the computer/desktop 
2) Open with Acrobat Reader (version 4 or higher) 
3) Pri1nt on 8.5'' x 11 " card stock or suitable papers 
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• 2.7.2 !Magical Kingdom Greeting Cards 
Figure 2.7: Magical Kingdom Screen Shot 
Magical King;dom is giant Internet Free Printable Library. Their Designer Range of 
Printable items arc unique, as they arc their own original designs. In order to maintain 
the original ciommcrcial quality, all their printable cards & stationc:ry are published in 
PDF fonnat. There are over 1500 printable items to choose from. User can download 
them free for domestic use. 
Basically, all cards offered in this site are divided into several sections. There are 
Invitation Cards, General Greeting Cards, Occasional Greeting Cards, and Seasonal 
Greeting Cards sections. Other than that, Magical Kingdom also offers e--card that can 
also be print. Types of cards and their themes are listed in each section. For example, 
birthday card is put in Occasional Greeting Cards menu along with its theme that just 
need to be chosen. 
Each theme listed offers a few styles of designs. Users just need tc1 click on the picture 
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to download the card and then they can print them using the Acrobat Reader. Then 
they have a choice either they want to select and l)rint the greeting message from the 
Web site or they can just write down the message on their own. 
' • I ... • .. ···-\ ' I .... , "'- ......... .. .. ........... __... t...... ,.., ... llllW>I . .. • -w:-·.i.~ 
CE_.. . -.. . . .. 
Figure 2.8: Magical Kingdom Greeting Cards Choices 
Overall, Magical Kingdom is a very nice Web site. Variety of greeting cards can be 
found here. Although the user interface is quite confusing and ther1~ are a lot of steps 
to be followed, still there's no major flaw that can make users think twice to use it. 
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• 2.7.3 Greeting Card Magic PC Software 
Figure 2.9: Greeting Card Magic PC Software 
This software package let user design and print customized greeting cards, flyers, and 
certificates and also cards to send via e-mail. Plus it comes with s1>4xial bonus that is 
Photo Editor, which gives user the chance to add photos to cards and retouch, resize, 
or apply speci~1l effects as desired. 
Greeting Card Magic PC Software comes with Wizard to help drivE: the card creation 
process. A wi2'.81'd control is used to create a card from scratch. The creation process 
is easy with the~ accessible tool bar and step by step menu controls. 
Followings are: few of the features available in Greeting Card Magic: PC Software: 
~ Personalize templales by changing fonts and text or adding gral)hics and 
photo8f8phs. Or user can create their own card from scratch using the step-by-
stcp wiurd controls. 
~ Select from 500 pre-made templates suitable for a v&Jiety of occasions 
including birthdays, anniversaries, Christmas, Valentine's Day, and more. 
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(• 1,000 clip art images. Include full color clip art images for the greeting card 
design. User may also import clip art from other programs. 
•> t ,500 phrases and 200 fonts. Professionally authored plhrases capture the 
perfect sentiment for any occasion. 
•!• Eight card sizes. Includes top down fold, fold over, tri .. fold, and four fold 
greeting cards. Also perfect for certificates and flyers. 
2.8 SUMl~ARY 
This chapter outlined and described in detail the various issues and topics researched 
throughout t'he vroject. The infonnation was derived mainly from books and web 
sites, which were both popular and reliable. 
The research was important because it enable better understandiing of the different 
products. Til'is allowed the best combination of platform, software and technologies to 
be selected to design, develov and implement the Creative Wizmrd On Web project. 
However, it is to be mentioned that there remain many more products and 
technologies that mere not covered in the Literature Review. Th.e topics covered in 
this chapter were only some of the more popular products. Never1tbeless, the research 
done was sufficient for the purpose of choosing the appropriate tools to develop and 
implement this project. 
The next chaipter, methodology will attempt to explain in detail the method to be used 
in Creative Wizard On Web. 
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I CHAPTER 3 METHODOLOGY I 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Methodology is the science of how a system is developed. This chapter will descnbe 
the methodology used wbile developing the Creative Wizani On Web project. 
3.2 WATERFALL MODEL 
The waterfall model uses a systematic, sequential approach to system develo-pment 
that begin at the system level and progresses through analysis, design, coding, testing 
and maintenance. This model can be very useful in helping developers lay out what 
they need to do. Its simplicity makes it easy to explain to customers. 
Requirement 
Definition 
j l 
ti••••· 
. 
. 
System and 
Software Design •••••• 
. 
. 
·-Implementation and 
Unit Testing 
• • 
•••••• 
. 
• 
.. 
Integration and 
System Testing " ..... 
. 
. 
.. 
..._~~~__.._...~~~~__.._~~~~~,__~-Operation and 
Maintenance 
Figure 3.1: Waterfall Model 
The Waterfall Model (Figure 3.1) was chosen as the development model of choice as 
it offered distinct advantages which are relevant to the Creative Wizard On Web 
project. T11e explanation of each Waterfall phases are given below: 
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Requirements analysis and definition: 
•!• System requirements defined with cus1omer. AU the requirements defined can 
be detennine from the project objective. For my project, the objective is to 
build a web-based application that allow users to create a birthday card on 
their own using all the images, templates and sentiments provided and print 
them. Also, there's send via e-mail option. 
•!• Detailed infonnation are set and analyzed by looking into the functional 
requirements and non-functional requirements of the system. 
•) Result should be understandable by both customer and system developers 
System and software design: 
~ Requirements are decomposed into software and hardware requirements which 
contnoute to the logical design of the system. 
•!• Accurate data flow procedures are planned so that the pmc.es~es within the 
system are correct. 
~ A system-architecture is fixed. 
Implementation and testing of components: 
•) Implicate the translation of the so~re reprec;ent<1tinn prnrl11c.(".ti by th~ ct~ien 
phase into a computer readable fonn. This ponion involves the coding of the 
software system. 
(• The system is realized as a set of components (objects, modules, unite;, ... ). 
•) Units are individua11y tested. 
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Integration and system testing: 
•!+ Units are integrated, integration tests are performed. and the resulting system 
is delivered . 
.:+ System testing is very important to assure the accomplishment of the software 
requirements and also to guarantee the quality of the system. 
Operation and malntenance: 
~ Involve a few changes to correct the system after it has been delivered and 
used. 
•:• The changes may i11volve simple changes to correct existing errors, more 
extensive changes to correct design error or significant enhancements to 
correct specification. All the changes to the system are made from time to time 
depend on the technology develo-pment. 
However, the Waterfall model has its own drawbacks. One of these drawbacks are its 
inadequate procedures for dealing with the social system and it docs not adequately 
take into account what impact a system might have on its users via a changed job or 
changed organi7.at1onal structure design, 
Each methodology researched for example, the Evolutionary Model, Format 
Transfonnation Model etc. have its own merits and problems. However, after 
considering the various factors namely the clear understanding of l)roblerns and 
requirements, the clear separation of phases, the time constraints including other 
ndvnntnges, it wns decided that the Waterfall Model best served my objectives. 
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Followi_11g are all the reasons, why I've decided tQ use Waterfall Model as my 
methodology: 
.;. It best describe the engineering practice 
+ Testing process is done in each phases or in orderly sequence so it is easy to 
monitor progres$ion. 
•) Simple and easy to understand 
•> Easy to identify important situation 
<+ Easy to separate one pbase with another 
•> Easy to explain to customers whQ are not used tQ \h~ $Qftware develQpment 
process. 
-:• This model gives a high level view of the software development during the 
development process. 
~ The developers are able to reverse step if there's mistake or change happened. 
·~ Other software development model are derived from this Waterft\ll Model. 
3.3 SUMMARY 
This chapter explains the methodology used in developing my Creative Wizard On 
Web project along with the explanation about why I've chosen the method. The 
description about each phases are also included. 
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I CHAPTER4 SYSTEM ANALYSIS I 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
A complete understanding of software requirements is essential to the success of a 
software development effort. The requirement analysis task is a process of discovery, 
refinement, modeling and specification. With requirement analysis, system engineer is 
able to specify software function and performance, indicate software' s interface with 
other system elements and establish constraints that software must meet. 
4.2 ANALYSIS PROCEDURES 
The process of analysis involves the following procedures : 
<t Problem identification 
.) Evaluation and syntl1esis 
~ Modeling 
<• Specification 
• 4.2.1 Problem Identification 
Before a new system can be built, we must identify the problem that needs to be 
solved in order to ensure the success of this project. For Creative Willlfd On Web, the 
problem is how to store, retrieve and manage a large amount of images and word 
sentiments in a database system in an effective and efficient way. ln additional, 
another problem would be to dctem1ine how to improve the performance of the 
system in transmitting large image files. 
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• 4.2.2 Evaluation and Synthesis 
In this stage, analysis of the problems need to be done by dividing the problems into 
smaller parts so that the problem wilt be easier to be understood and solved. 
The following problems are the few example of system requirements that must be 
considered: 
•> What kind of database used to store the images and the sentiments? 
+l+ Using the relational DBMS or object oriented DBMS? 
<• How are the images and sentiments stored in the database system? 
•) How to index the images and the sentiments? 
•) What are the most appropriate tools and technology to be used in building the 
Web site? 
• 4.2.3 Modeling 
We create models to gain a better understanding of the actual entity to be built. The 
model focuses on what the system must do, usually a graphical notation (such as 
DFD) is used to depict information, processing, system behavior and other 
characteristic. 
• 4.2.4 Specification 
The requirement specification is a complete listing that defines what the system 
should do, it will be used in the system design and system testing. 
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4.3 REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS 
Requirement analysis covers the area of functional and non-functional requirements 
of the Creative Wizard On Web project. The fimctional requirement can be 
categorized to the general user section and the administrator section, where both 
sections will try to give out a clear picture on how the user interface is going to be. 
Whereas, the non-functional requirement will discuss the system's constraints along 
with the standards the system must meet. 
• 4.3.1 Functional Requirements 
F\lllctional requirement is a functions or characteristics expected by user for the 
system. It is a combination of all the main modules of Creative Wizard On Web, 
which are made to communicate internally or externally. The system user are divided 
into two categories which are the user who would like to print a birthday card and the 
system administrator. The functional requirements for the system are divided into a 
few modules as follow: 
4.3.1.1 System User 
•) Image (Static Graphic) 
One feature that makes up Creative Wizard On Web's birthday card is an image. User 
can select any image desired by making a query with the search func.tion provided 
This search allows the user to type in a word or phrase and the system will search for 
the existence of the particular input in the field for the selected search criteria in the 
database whereby the database will display a few images prior to user's request and 
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description. Any images that is loaded into the Image area can be shaped to fit the 
empty working sheet. 
·~ Sentiments 
A sentiment will be a great feature for a greeting card. For Creative Wizard On Web, 
user can also select a variety of word sentiments provided by making a query to the 
database. After the sentiment have been chosen, the text properties table will be 
activated. Then user can select the fonts and choose the desired color for the 
sentiment. The sentiments will then be loaded into the Sentiments area to make up a 
full version of user's own creation of birthday card. 
•) Color 
On the screen along with the select image and sentiment, there will also be a select 
color button for user to choose a background color of the card. Upon selecting the 
button, a color palette will appear where user can select the color they wish and then 
click OK. 
•) Print Preview 
When user is ready to see what their card will look like after they print them, they 
can preview the card by choosing a Print Preview button at the bottom of the screen. 
When they finish, they need Adobe Acrobat Reader to print the card. 
+:+ Print 
To print the birthday card, user must have Acrobat Reader installed on their computer 
to open and print out the card. Any suitable paper is needed to have an amazing end 
result. 
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•:+ Send via E-mail 
Other than print choice, user also can send the card they created via e-mail There'll 
be ' Send via E-mail' button next to the Print button if they decided to just send them 
electronically rather than by hand. 
4.3.1.2 System Administrator 
•) Authentication and Authorization 
An authentication module is to ensure that only administrators (authorized users) can 
have access to the system. They are required to submit their identification and 
password for authentication purposes. Moreover, 1he administrator are able 10 perform 
the maintenance tasks such as add, update and delete the existing records in the 
database system. 
• 4.3.2 Non-Functional Requirements 
Non-functional requirements are the constraints under which a system must operate 
and the standards that must be met by the deliver~ system. This is a non-functional 
requirement or constraints descnl>es a restriction on the system that limits 1he choice 
for constructing a solution to the problem. These constraints usually narrow my 
selection oflanguage, platform, or implementation techniques or tools. 
+ Reliability 
111is system should be reliable which means that it does not produce dangerous or 
costly failures when it is need in a reasonable manner. 
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•:+ Efficitncy 
Efficiency in a computer lenninology tneat\s a procedure thal can be called or 
accessed in an unlimited numbers of times to produce similar outcomes or output at a 
creditable speed. 
~ Mairttail'lability 
A product is maintainability if the programs are easily to modify and test when 
updating to meet new requirement, correcting errors or more to a different computer 
system. 
•> Simplicity 
Simplicity refers to keep forms and screens properly uncluttered in a manner that 
focuses the user attention. 
•:+ Understandability 
Understandability in tenns of the coding method used, allows other programmers to 
understand the logic of the program flows. Thus, rbanges can be made eaSily upon the 
necessary program segments without modifying other essential logic of the program. 
Simple and clear sentences or instruction are displayed so that users can use the 
system without difficulty. 
+ Robustness 
This requirement is referring to the ability of the Creative Wizard On Web to continue 
operation in spite of unexJ>ected problems. Creative Wizard On Web is able to detect 
errors in the user input by having a validation for the input field in the client side 
before it is sent to the server. Therefore, it would be more robust to user error. 
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•> User-friendly 
The user interface for this Web site should not be too crowded so that it would not 
confuse the user especially when a wizard is used. Creative Wizard On Web should 
provide a clear set of step-by-step instructions from choosing a layout preferred to the 
print instruction. A suitable button such as preview and edit button also must be set 
before user have finally decided to print the card. 
4.4 TOOLS AND TECHNOLOGY CONSIDERED 
This section will identify the suitable programming languages, development tools, 
server, database system and implementation platform that are used to develop 
Creative Wizard On Web. An analysis has been done in ma.king the decision and after 
much consideration, I have chosen this set of tools and technologies for the realization 
of this project. The ideal solutions for this project are easy to develop and deploy, and 
also easy integration with the latest emerging technologies. 
• Platform : Windows 2000 
There arc a few reasons why 1 have decided to adopt Windows 2000 as my operating 
system. First of all, it was build as a next version of Windows NT so the featmes is 
improved. As the system administrator, day-to-day maintenance is easier with 
Windows 2000. 1 can learn to manage systems from a Windows console much more 
quickly than I can learn with Windows Ni because of the easier delegation, a more 
consistent user intetface, and simplo-to-use integrated tools provided in Windows 
2000 Server. Furthennore, with Windows 2000, I can reduce time it ta1ces to create 
new Web sites while reducing the likelihood of error. As a conclusion, the 
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improvement of Windows 2000 makes it n platfonn that is easier to deploy. configure 
and use. 
• Web Application Language: HTML 
HasicaUy HTML 1s the simplest and easy-to-learn language with a small number of 
commands, which is very useful for me since I've never had an experience in 
developing a Web site before. It is a special authoring language used to define how 
text and graphics appear on a Web page and how different documents and Web 
resources are linked. My project demand a very high profile. creative layout as well as 
attractive user interface in order to attract more user to navigate my Web site and so, I 
choose HTML because it is just the right language to help me get started in achieving 
my goal. 
• Web 'fechnology: ASP 
After comparing ASP with other applications, I find tliat ASP is the most suitable tool 
to help me build Creative Wizard On Web. 1t is a great tool for creating dynamic Web 
pages. Among the benefits of ASP applications include its ability to have a complete 
integration with HTML file and also it is easy to create, deploy data, valida1e user 
input and upload files. Furthennore, ASP 8l>Plication can work in all browsers 
mcluding Netscape, Microsoft Internet Explorer and Opera. With its upgraded 
version, which is ASP.NET, extension .aspx, I'm sure that creating a Web site will 
not be a hard work for me. 
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• Server-side Scripting Language : VBScript 
The main reason for me to choose this scripting language is because it is the default 
language for ASP. VBScript was created to use as a client-side or as a server-side 
scripting language. But due to a few constraints of using VBScript as a client-side 
scripting language I've decided to make VBScript as the server-side approach after 
considering the fact that the server processes the VBScript before it is transmitted to 
the client, which resulted with the client only receives an HTML page. 
• Client-side Scripting Language : JavaScript 
JavaScript is the most popular scripting language on the World Wide Web. I chose 
JavaScript as the client-side scripting language because it is simple to comprehend, 
easy to use and is widely supported. Although JavaScript cnn be used both on the 
client and server sidet I purposely chose JavaScript for client-side only because it 
gives me an advantage in learning two types of scripting language instead of one. In 
addition, client-side scripting must be done using JavaScript since Netscape only 
accepts JavaScript as a legal, client-side scriptinp language. 
• Web Development Tool: Macromedia Dreamweaver UltraDev 4 
Due to my lack of experience in developing n Web site before, l've done a few 
research to help me decide which is the best tool to be used and after much 
consideration, I finally decided to adopt Macromedia Dreamweaver UltraDev 4 as my 
web development tool. As far as I know, this tool bas a better and cozier user interface 
than Microsoft FrontPage. It is easy to manipulate with better features provided such 
as buttons and functions making this tool is very helpful for me as a beginner. 
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• Interface Design Tool : l\tacromedia Flash S and Adobe 
Photoshop 6 
My study in Multimedia has introduce me to these two very useful tooJs. My project, 
Creative Wiz.ard on Web is a greeting card Web site which demands a very creative, 
nice-looking interface in order to attract user to use my card. Therefore, I've decided 
on these two tools plus with my considerable amount of knowledge in both of the 
tools, I'm sure they will help me to design a great user interlace. After all, it is easier 
to design using familiar tools. 
• Database : Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 
Due to the lack of experience of developing a database even during my -period of 
industrial training, I have to do a lot of research to determine which database 
management system that suit my purpose. And so, 1 finally decided that Microsoft 
SQL Server 7 .0 is just the right ohoioe for my Creative Wi:zard On Web project. SQL 
Server 7 .0 was chosen because it is the best database solution to be used \\ith 
Windows 2000 Server. Plus, it can handlo a larg; amount of data which useful for me 
since my system involve a lot of images and sentiment. 
4.S SUMMARY 
This chapter on System Analysis describe the functional and non-functional 
requirements of the Creative Wizard On Web project. Summary of the software and 
technology used to build the system and the reasons for using those product were 
explained. 
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I CHAPTER 5 SYSTEM DESIGN 1 
5. t INTRODUCTION 
Design is the creative process of transfonning the problem into a so!ution. And this 
definition can be related to system design, which is a process through which 
requirements are translated into a representation of software. Modularity is a 
characteristic of a good design. The components have clearly defined inputs nnd 
outputs. And each component has a clearly stated purpose. Thus, to design a system is 
to determine a set of components and intercomponent interfaces that satisfy a 
specified set of requirement. 
The design of Creative Wizard On Web has considered the following issues: 
.,. System functionality design 
'!- Database design 
•) Interfuce design 
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5.2 SYSTEM FUNCTIONALITY DESIGN 
System functionality design is based on the system requirement stated in Chapter 4. It 
translates tl1e system requirement into system functionality. This design focuses on 
the system structure. 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, Creative Wizard On Web is divided into two 
main sections, which are the general user section and the administrator section. 
Therefore, the functionality of this system is also divided into two main portions as 
shown in Figure 5.1. 
The figure shown is the general functionality of the system. Later I will discuss the 
detail functional information of the system. 
General User 
Functionality 
CREATIVE WIZARD 
ON WEB 
Administrator 
Functionality 
Figure 5.1: Creative Wizard On Web Functionality 
• S.2.1 General User Functionality 
ll1e general user functionality is divided into two main module, which are the start 
from scratch option and secondly, the use ready-made template option. For the start 
from scratch option, user is given a blank worksheet and its up to them to choose 
whatever images and sentiments they want to make up a birthday caret. The user also 
can choose any background color they intended for the card. The font and color 
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choices for sentiments can be selected after they have decided on which sentiment 
they want. 
The second module is use ready-made template. For this module user just have to 
select any template they desire and they can add a sentiment or edit the background 
color of the template according to their taste. 
After all steps have been taken to make a card, then user can preview them simply by 
clicking the Print Preview button provided. And after they have satisfied with their 
creation, they can print them. But for user who wants other option, they also can send 
the card via e--mail 
Start from scratch 
Select 
images 
Select 
background 
· r.olnr 
Print 
User 
Use ready-made template 
Select 
sentiments 
Print Preview 
Edit color 
Send via e--mail 
Figure 5.2: General User Structure Diagram 
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• 5.2.2 Administrator Functionality 
As for the administrator functionality. only the administrators (authorized users) is 
given pennission to have access to the system. But first~ they are required to submit 
their identification and password fur authentication purposes. Then they are able to 
perfonn the maintenance tasks such as add, update and delete the existing records in 
the database system. 
(• Add image - this section allows the administrator to add new images and 
sentiments to the database. 
•> Update/modify imaie - this section allows the administrator to modify the 
detail of the images and sentiments . 
.:• Delete image - this section allows the administrator to delete images or 
sentiments from the database. 
Besides that, administrator also is allowed to change their password. After entering 
change password section, the administrator is required to enter old password. new 
password and confirm the new password. 
Administrator 
Adrnin_id •! Password 
Maintenance 
Add Update Delete 
Fibrurc 5.3: Administrator Structure Diagram 
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• 5.2.2 Administrator Functionality 
As for the administrator functionality. only the administrators (authorized users) is 
given pennission to have access to the system. But first, they nre n~uired to submit 
their identificatilon and password for authentication purposes. ThCllt they arc able to 
perf onn the maintenance tasks such as add, update and delete the existing records in 
the database system. 
<• Add image - this section allows the administrator to add new images and 
sentiments to the database. 
-> UpdaWmodify ima&e - this section allows the administrator to modify the 
detail of the images and sentiments. 
-CO Delete image - this section allows the administrator to delete images or 
sentimen1ts from the database. 
Besides that, adlrninistrator also is allowed to change their passwo1rd. After entering 
change password section, the administrator is required to enter old password, new 
password and confirm the new password. 
Administrator 
Mai11tena11ce 
Add Update Dolcro J 
F1uurc SJ : Administnuor Stnicturc Oiag.mm 
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The previous two diagrams show the two main sections tl1at make np Creative Wizmd 
on Web. And the diagram below show the overall detailed fonctional d~sign of the 
system after they arc combined. 
Scratch 
CREATIVE WIZARD 
ON WEB 
Template 
Image Color Sentiment Edit 
color 
Print Preview 
Print Send via e-mail 
Administrator 
Maintenance 
Add 
Delete Update 
Figure 5.4: Overall System Structure Diagram For Creative Wiz.ard On Web 
• 5.2.3 Data Flow Diagram 
Data flow diagram (DFD) is a graphical technique that enables analyst to depict 
infonnation flow in an infonnation system. It shows how the data flow into the 
system, how they llJ'e tmnsfonued and how they leave tho system. DFD provides a 
mechanism for functional modeling as well as infom1ation flow modeling. The 
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components of the DFD consists of the following items shown in the table 5. l . 
Symbol Component Description 
D A person, group, department or other Entity system that able to send and receive data from the system. 
D Process Data transfer 
I 
10
1 
Stores data I Data store Data repository that allow addition and data access. 
• Data flow Data flow from one process to another 
Table 5.1: Component ofDFD 
+ Context Diagram 
Context diagram is a high-level DFD, which signify scope and boundary of a system. 
USER 
Printable birthday card 
~ 
Send via e-mai 
birthday card 
r 
Scratch 
0 
Template ~ 
CREATIVE 
WIZARD 
ON WEB 
• j • j 
Login 
Add ~, 
Uodate 2 
Delete ADMINISTRATOR 
Figure S.S: Context Diagram For Creative Wizard On Web 
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n~ A<lmin tlt:tAil 
+ Login Login 1 . ll Unsuccessful I successful -ADMINISTRATOR ..... . Arlrl Administrator -
loAin i 
13 . 12 
+ -l),.ll"fl" Update 
. 
1 
-
. USER 
p 
I 0 2 I t l'TWlcs ..... I - I ' . 
2 . ' 
Start from 
r 4 
', scratch 
3 ~l"IN't iml!OI" 
- Use ready- . s r 
-made template Select - . 7 ..---
.. 
-
sentiment ~ ,...._. Select font 
Y O~ Sentiments ~ o~ Ponts I , .. 
9 
6 
Edit color I+-~ 8 
..- Select . 
background color r Select color ,.._ 
. 
:: I 0 5 Colors 
-
-1 1-
. 10 
:::-
Pnnt prev1ew 
<:: ..... ~ ,.;,. ............ ;i h inhttnv r.Mrl I 
Printable birthdnv cord 
Figure 5.6: Zero Diagram For Creative Wizard On Web 
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5.3 DAT ABASE DESIGN 
Creative Wizard On Web database is a relational database. Microsoft SQL Scnrer 7 .0 
was selected to develop the database system because it can support a large runotmt of 
data especially in this case which involves a lot of images. Besides, ASP provides 
ActiveX Data Object (ADO) and Advance Data Connector (ADC) database support to 
SQL. ActiveX Data Object (ADO) enables developer to write a client application to 
access and manipulate data in a database server for which an Open Database 
Connectivity (ODBC) driver is available. ADO's primary benefits are ease of use, 
high speed, low memory overhead, and a small disk footprint. 
• 5.3.1 Data Dictionary 
Data dictionary is a data about data or also called metadata, which is a detail 
description of data in a database. Data dictionary is used to collect, compile and 
arrange certain facts of the system including the content of all the entities, processes, 
data storage and data flow. Below are some of the advantages of data dictionary: 
+ All the data are gathered and stored centrally. So, it is easier to have control on 
the organization's sources data. 
+ The meaning of the data can be defined clearly so that user will understand 
the usage and essential of the data. 
+ The communication between user become easier because of the clearer 
defined data. 
+ Inconsistency and data delay can be traced and avoided. 
+ Every single change to the database structure can be recorded immediately. 
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Below are the table used in Creative Wizard On Web: 
Table 5.2: Image Table 
Field Name Data type Description 
lmg_id Int The tmique image ID 
Fname Varchar Image name 
Category Varchar Category of the image 
Description Varchar Description of the image 
Filename Varchar Filename of the image 
lmg Image Binary image 
This table contains all image' s infonnation. The primary key for this table is Img_id. 
Table 5.3: Sentiment Table 
Field Name Data type Description 
Snt id Int The unique sentiment ID 
Fname Varchar Sentiment name 
Category Varchar Category of tl1e sentiment 
Description Varcbar Description of the sentiment 
Filename Varchar Filename of the sentiment 
Snt Varchar Sentiment 
This table contains all sentiment's infonnation. The primary key for this table is 
Snt_id. 
Table 5.4: Admin Table 
Field Name Data type Description 
--Admin id Varchar Administrator ID 
- - - - -Password Varchar Administrator password 
This toblo contains provides tho login infonnation. Tho primary key is Admin_id. 
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• 5.3.2 Entity-Relationship Modeling 
Entity-relationship modeling is an established methodotogy for detennining the 
structure of databases. Along with it come entity-relationship diagrams.. which are 
used to illustrate the hierarchy of entities and properties within a database. The 
following is a high level overview of the steps in the entity-relationship model: 
+ Identify discrete entities - will correspond roughly with the tables in the 
database, when it's finished. 
~ Identify the llfoperties of those entities - this step is necessary after the entities 
have been identified. 
+ Identify the relationships between the entities - there are three types of data 
relationships that can exist, one-to-one, one-to-many, and many-to-many. 
i) One : One - exist when one item is functionally dependent on another. 
ii) One : Many - occur when one entity can correspond to several 
occurrences of the other entity. 
Iii) Many : Many - is a bit more complex because many entities can 
correspond to several other entities. 
TEMPLATE ADMINJSTRATOR 
M 1 
USER 
SCRATCH 
Figure S.7 : Basic E-R Diagram For Creative Wizard On Web 
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5.4 INTERFACE DESIGN 
User interface plays a very important role in detennining the quality of M infonuation 
system. User interface is tl'e component of the system thnt comnmnicntes with the 
users. Therefore, the input data collected from the users and output data generates for 
the users depend on a well designed user interface. The interface design should meet 
the objectiveness, accuracy, ease of use, consistency, simplicity and attractiveness. 
All of these objectives are attainable though the use of basic design principle, 
knowledge of what is needed as input for the system, and an \lllderstanding of how the 
user should respond to different elements in the fonns and screens. There are three 
main categories of guidelines that are taken into consideration and they are the 
general interaction, information display and data input. 
• 5.4.1 General Interaction 
Guidelines for general interaction often cross the boundary into information display, 
data entry and overall system control. Below arc the guidelines for general interactiott 
Guideline Description 
Consistent 
Consistent formats for command input, data display, menu selection, and 
error message and placing of the control objects that arc displayed to 
users. An inconsistent user interface will only confuse the users. 
-
Handling 
TI1e system should be able to handle certain mistakes especially the 
input from users. The system should verify and do validation on them to 
mistakes protect itself from error that might cause it to fail. 
Request for This important if a task is performed on certain functioM that may be 
verification on critical. For example, when the administrator dele1c/updatc any 
certain task information, a confirm asking for verification is appropriate. 
Interface shouJd not need users to remember much of the information. 
Reduce For example, having proper and useful messages can remind the user of 
memorization 
their current status. 
-l lelp f acilitics 1 lclp in nny nppticntion is one of tho most important modules that assist 
or s<.-rvo n.s a guidolino to users using tho system. 
- -
Tablo S.S: Guidelines For Ot.-neral Interaction 
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• 5.4.2 Information Display 
Infonnation display is an important issue. The misplacing of infonnRrion may confose 
the users and lead to misconception on the results. The following guidelines focus on 
information display: 
+ Display infonnation that is relevant to current context. 
~ Use a presentation fonnat that is easy to understand. 
+ Use consistent labels, standard abbreviations and predictable color. 
+ Provide meaningful error message. 
~ Comments that are not needed in certain context should be deactivated (or 
made visible) to avoid confusion. 
• 5.4.J Data Input 
The user spends much of the time doing data input especially in an information 
retrieval system. The following guidelines focus on data input: 
+ Minimize the nwnber of input actions required of the user. The main objective 
of this is to reduce keyboard typing by users and try as much as possible to use 
the mouse to select predefined sets of input (or results). 
+ Maintain consistency between infonnation display and data input. 
+ Allow the user to control the interactive flow. 
• ~.4.4 User Interface Design of Creative Wizard On Web 
The following show the issues that taken into consideration during the user interface 
of Creative Wizard On Web. 
+ A consistent fonnat for menu display, data display and fonn fonnat. User can 
select samo menu from any page. 
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+ When a user input an invalid data, an error message will quickly lk~ pop up. 
~ Some commands are deactivated if they are not needed, such as the fonts and 
colors selection for sentiments only will be activated if the sentiment has been 
chosen. 
'> The instructions of creating a card must be clear enough so that user will not 
be having any problem during the creation process. 
'> The images and the sentiments provided must be sufficient in order to satisfy 
users. 
The following are the interface designs for two main pages of Creative Wizard On 
Web: 
.... 
U<Lll rtVt: WWlRIJ ON wrn 
__ ,....,.c..,...., 
-
·-
-· .-
,_ 
--s-......... ~. 
I 
t ... Ht..., ........... 
I 
I 
~t 
-
. ,, ... ...... .... . 
Figure 5.8: ln1erface Design For Start From Scratch Page 
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f ltl 1\ I IVF Wl/.lUUl ON \\11!11 
..... ..... 1 
•Pt• ........... 
Figure 5.9: Interface Design For Template Page 
S.S SUMMARY 
This chapter explains all the proposed processes and system design that arc needed to 
develop my Creative Wizard On Web project. Along with database and interface 
design, this chapter intended to elucidate more on the understanding about the system 
that are going to be implement. 
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I CHAPTER6 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION I 
6.J INTRODUCTION 
The process of assuring that the infonnation system is operational and then allowing 
users to take over its operation is called system implementation. System 
implemer.t~!!0!1 !2 further defined ss the ~onstruction of a new system and the delivery 
of that system into production in a day-today operation. It involves coding step that 
translates a detailed desibrn representation of software into a program language 
realization. System implementation implements the various componems of the system 
based on the collected requirements, where the design is translated into a machine-
readable fonn. 
During implementation, all functionality planned in design phased is checked. lt 
should be able to process the correct data and produce accurate information to end-
users. Any problem or malfunction occurred is revised carefully and fixed 
accordingly. 
6.2 DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT 
The development environment is crucial for the completeness and successfulness of 
any computer system. Development environment plays a major role in detennining 
the speed of developing the system. During development, the weaknesses will be 
noticed and improved, while the errors found will be removed. 
Using sujtable hardware and software will help to speed up system development. 
Thus, the hardware and software arc carefully considered to facilitate the development 
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of Creative Wizard On Web. System development consists of tl1e used of 
development tools and methodology chosen, and coding stytcs. The details arc 
illustrated as below: 
• 6.2.l Development Tool~ 
6.2.1.l Hardware Requirements 
The following hardware specifications are required to develop Creative Wizard On 
Web: 
•!• Processor: 2.4GHz Pentium 4 processor 
•:• Memory: 512MB RAM 
•) Hard disk: 20GB Hard Disk 
+ CD-ROM drive: 48x24x48x CD-R W Burner 
•) Floppy drive: l .44MB Floppy Drive 
•) Input device: Mouse, keyboard, scanner, floppy drive and disk drive. 
v Output device: Printer, monitor. 
6.2.1.2 Software Requirements 
The following software specifications have been used to develop Creative Witard On 
Web: 
~ Operating system: Microsoft Windows 2000. 
-> Web Technology: ASP 
•> Server-side Scripting Language: VBScript 
+ Database Management System: Microsoft Access 2000 
~ Web Development Tool: Mncromedia Drcamwcaver UltraDcv 4 
~ Interface Design Tool: Adobe Photoshop 6 
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• 6.2.2 Methodology 
TI1is project is developed using Uu:: walt:I full HVIJIUl\Ch. Titc UC\ doptnt.'Ul or this 
project consists of five Stltges, which aro requirement, dcsi!;.'11, coding, tt"Sting and 
operation. The system is design using logical flow and it allows the estimation of the 
milestones. Each stage must be completed before proceed to the ne~1 s1age to ensure 
tJ1at tJ1e sysh!m is builc according to the requirements and specifications. 
• 6.2.3 System Coding 
System coding is a sec of instruction written in order to enable the code to be executed 
and perform the required functionality. A good and well-managed program coding 
will enhance the readability of the whole program. In addition, it provides an easy 
understanding to the program flow especially for those programs with high degree of 
complexity. 
6.2.3.l Coding Approach 
Some of the approaches used in the coding development are listed as below: 
.:. Readab1ltty 
Code document is imponant to ease the readability of a system. It begins with Lile 
selection of identifier (such as variables and labels) names and continues wiLh the 
composition and organizing the whole program. 
•) Naming 1'eclmtqw.! 
Titis is good and meaningful technique of variables, controls and modules that 
provide easy identification for the program. The naming convention is created with 
the consistency ond standnrdizntion in coding. 
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~ Internal Documentation 
This provides a clear guideline to developers and readers about the function of a 
particular source code in the program. Therefore, comments provide the developer 
with the means of communication witl1 other readers of the source code. The 
statement of the module and descriptive comments are embedded \vithin the body of 
the source code is used to describe the processing function. 
~ Modularity 
The main purpose of modularity is to reduce complexity of system and to facilitate the 
developer to implement the system by encouraging parat1el development of different 
parts of the system. With the approach of modularity, developer can implement all 
modules at the same time and docs not have to wait for a particular module to 
complete before going into another module. 
6.2.3.2 Coding Style 
Coding style is an important component of the source code and it dctennines the 
intelligibility of a program. An easy to read source code makes tl1e system easier to be 
maintained and enhanced in future. Listed below are some of the coding styles used 
during the coding phase of this project: 
•) Selection of meaningful identifier names (variables, fonns, labels, images and 
pictures). 
+ Description and an appropriate comment written in the source code to make it 
easier for the readers to understand the source code. 
~ Indentation of codes will increase the readability of the program and for a 
ncntcr look. 
~ Meaningful and undcrstnndnblc function and method declarations. 
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~ Keep all complex statement as simple as possible to avoid confosion. 
6.3 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 
After defining all the hardware and sofiware requirements for implementing this 
project, it's time to concentrate on the development process that involved activities 
and results of software production. This section will explain how design and system 
requirements are translated into the form that can be understood by the machine. 
There are three steps involved, which are data preparation, database connection and 
coding for each function. But before 1 explain more on these three steps, I would like 
to explain about a few changes that have to be made during this implementation 
phase. 
• 6.3. t New Software Requirements 
During the implementation of Creative Wizard On Web, I have encounter a few 
problems regarding the software requirements chosen as mentioned in Chapter 4: 
System Analysis. Due to certain constraint and new discovery of better way to 
conduct my project, I have decided to change my requirements as stated below: 
-> Microsoft Access 2000 
Instead of using Microsoft SQL Server 7 .0, I have decided to use Microsoft Access 
2000. This is because all of the data and images required for my project can be put 
into a folder and can be access by using SQL statements. TI1t.-se SQL statements are 
used to retrieve and update dsta in a database. I will explain more on this in the next 
section. 
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.:• .JavaScript 
Secondly, there is no use of JavaScript as the client-side scripting language since my 
project does not require any validation of user infont\Rtion. 
·~ Adobe l'ortah/e Document Format 
Thirdly, earlier in Chapter 2: Literature Review, I have mentioned about Adobe 
Portable Document Format, which I thought was necessary for user to view the card 
<.Teated and print them using the Adobe At..'Tobat Reader software but during the 
implementation I have amend it so that user will not necessarily have to have Adobe 
Acrobat Reader and stilt they can print the card. 
•) Adobe Photoshop 6 
And my last adjustment on software requirement is that I only use Adobe Photoshop 6 
for my interface design tool instead of using both Adobe Photoshop and Macromcdin 
Flash. This is due to my lack of creativity and time, considering I have no experience 
in developing Web site before. 
• 6.3.2 Datil Preparation 
Before developing this project, alt of the data involved must be first collected. As for 
my Creative Wii.ard On Web, the main feature of my project is the images used to 
create birthday card so the important thing to do is to look for the images that are 
suitable for making the birthday cards. There is a lot of Web site that offer free 
images for personal used so there's no problem for me to find the right images for my 
project. Next, each of the images are saved in four different kinds of folders, which 
nrc: 
~ 'Pies' folder contnining the main images 
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•) 'Print' folder - containing the up-side down version of all the main images 
for printing 
~ 'Thumbnail' folder - containing the smaller version of all the main pictures 
~ ' Border' folder - containing images for border option 
• 6.3.3 Database Connection 
The Structured Query Language (SQL) is the common standard for accessing 
databases such as SQL Server, Oracle, Sybase, and Access. Knowledge of SQL is 
invaluable for anyone wanting to store or retrieve data from a database. Apart from 
that, SQL also can delete and update records in a database. It is the true engine for 
interacting with databases on the Web. 
In this application, SQL statements are used to store, retrieve, delete and update data 
in Microsoft Access 2000 database. There are five tables created for Creative Wi1.ard 
On Web, which are administration, borders, pictures, music and sent tables. llle basic 
syntax to connect the database to the pages is as follows: 
set conn=Server. CreateObject(" ADO DB. Connection") 
conn.Open "card" 
The syntax for accessing pictures, borders music, and sent tables are described as 
follows: 
~ Pies tables 
II to select a desired imllgc 
sql "select • from pies where id "&rcquest.querystring("id")&"" 
set rs conn.execute (sql) 
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II to sele(.1 border for card's customization 
sql="select • from border where border_id="&border&"" 
set rs2 - conn.execute (sql) 
•) Music tables 
// to select a music to be attached in send via email card 
if request("music") <> 0 then 
sql="select • from music where id="&request('inusic")&"" 
set rs3 - conn.execute (sql) 
.) Sent tables 
II to call upon constantly used id 
sql="select id from sent order by id desc" 
set rs - com1.execute (sql) 
• 6.3.4 Coding For Each Functions 
TI1e technology used in implementing this project is ASP. ASP stands for Active 
Server Pages and it is a Microsoft Technology. Below are several basic information 
about ASP: 
-> An ASP file is just the snmc as an I ITML file 
~ An ASP file can contain toxt, l ITML, XML, tmd scripts 
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+ Scripts in an ASP file are executed on tbe server 
+ An ASP file has the file extension ".asp" 
When a browser requests an ASP file, IIS passes the request to the ASP engine. The 
ASP engine reads the ASP file, line by line, and executes the scripts in the file. 
Finally, the ASP file is returned to the browser as plain HTML. 
Basically, there are a few reasons that have encouraged me to adopt ASP for the 
implementation of my project. The ability and features of ASP file are no longer 
questionable since it has been proven during this implementation phase of Creative 
Wizard On Web. Some of the reasons to adopt ASP arc described as follow: 
(. Dynamically edit, change or add any content of a Web page 
•) Respond to user queries or data submitted from HTML forms 
+ Access any data or databases and return the results to a browser 
·> Customize a Web page to make it more useful for individual users 
.)> The advantages of using ASP instead of CGI and Perl, are those of simplicity 
and speed. 
•) Provides security since tl1e ASP code cannot be viewed from the browser 
.,. Since ASP files are returned as plain HTML, they can be viewed in any 
browser. 
~ Clever ASP programming can minimize the network traffic 
6.3.4.l VBScript 
Vl3Script is the default language of Active Server Pages (ASP). As mentioned in 
Chnpter 2: Uternture Review, VBScript is a scripting language or more precisely a 
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"scripting environment", which can enhance HTML Web pages by makittg them 
active, as compared to a simple static display. When a VBScript is inserted into a 
HTML cJocum~t. the lntemet browser will r~d the HTML tmd inh:rpret the 
VBScript. The VBScript can be executed immediately, or at a later event. So for 
many Web-application developers, VBScript may very well be the most important 
programming language. 
6.4 SUMMARY 
This chapter describes the implementation of the system being developed. It begins 
with the introduction to the system implementation. System implementation 
implements the various components of the system based on the collected 
requirements, where the design is translated into a 1ru1cbin~r~d1tble fonn. 
Then, the chapter describes the development environment and project development of 
the system. The development environment includes of hardware and software 
requirements specification, methodology chosen, and system coding styles. Whereas 
the project development consists of the detailed of new software requirements, ththt 
preparation, database connection and coding for each function. All of the codes 
involved are included in Appendices to show the coding environment. 
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I CHAPTER 7 SYSTEM TESTING I 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
System testing is a critical clement of software quality assurance. It is required to 
ensure that the system is developed according to its specifications and in line with the 
users requirements and expectations. Testing is not the first place where faults finding 
take place but it is focused on finding faults and errors. There are many ways to 
increase the effectiveness and efficiency of the testing efforts, which will be discussed 
later in this chapter. Failure of a system can be the results of several reasons: 
•) The specification may be wrong of have missing requirement and do not state 
exactly what the customer needs. 
•> The specification may contain a requirement that is impossible to implement 
by the given predescribed hardware, software and resources. 
•> The system design phase may contain fault or error that carried forward to the 
implementation phase. 
•:• The program code may be wrong. Perhaps the algorithm is implemented 
improperly. 
Faults identification is the process of determining what fault causes the failure of the 
system. The fault correction or removal is the process of making changes to the 
system so that the fault can be removed. 
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7.2 TESTING OBJECTIVE S 
The reason and objectives for perf onning extensive tests during the design and 
development of the system are as followed: 
+ Achieve high quality assurance such as completeness. nccurncy. reliability and 
maintainability of the software program and its documentation. 
+ Ensure that the system can perfonn its functions as expected. 
-> Reduce cost in maintaining the system. 
+ A method for detection and removal errors. 
7.3 TESTING TECHNIQUE 
The component of a system will be allowed to manipulate the data, and the output wilt 
be observed. Thus, a wide range of inputs and conditions are chosen in order to test 
that particular component. A test point/test case is a particular choice of input data to 
be used in testing program. 
• 7.3.1 White Box Testing 
White box testing is a testing case design method that uses the control stn1cture of the 
procedural design to derive test cases. By using white box testing methods, the test 
cases with the following characteristics can be driven: 
.,. Exercise alt logical decision on their tme or false side. 
•> Exercise all loops at their boundaries and within their operational bounds . 
.,. Exercise internal data stmcture to ensure their validity. 
~ Guarantee that all independent paths within a module have been exercised at 
least once. 
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• 7.3.2 Black Box Testing 
Black box testing focuses on the functionality requirements of the S)'!\tem. lt enables 
the developer to derive sets of inputs condition that will folly c.xcrcise all functional 
requirements for an application. Black box testing was not used as an alternative to 
white box testing technique rather than this technique is used as a complementary 
approach that is likely to uncover a different class of errors. Black box testing 
attempts to find errors in the following categories: 
.:. Incorrect or missing functions 
.:. Interface errors 
•) Errors in data structures or external data access 
.:. Performance access 
+ Initialization and termination errors. 
It also tests the functionality of the system in an ad hoc basis without knowing the 
logic structure of the code. Input is provided and output is verified manually to check 
for accuracy. 
7.4 TESTING STRATEGY 
A strategy to test this system is actually a series of steps that are implemented 
sequentially. After a program is completely coded, it will be tested under unit testing. 
Module testing will start when all the programs under a particular module have been 
completely coded and tested under unit testing. The integration testing is to recover 
errors a.ssociated with interfacing when integrnting all the modules. 
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• 7.4.1 Unit Testing 
Unit testing focuses on verification effort on the smallest component of the system 
design. Each component is treated as a standalone entity and tested individually to 
ensure that they operate correctly. The unit test is usually white-box oriented and the 
step can be conducted in parallel foT multiple components. 
The test that occurs as part of unit tests is ittustrated schematically in Figure 7.0. The 
module interface is tested to ensure that information properly flows into and out of the 
program unit under test. The local data structure is examined to ensure that data stored 
temporarily maintains its integrity during all steps in an algorithm's execution. 
Boundary conditions are tested to ensure that the module operate properly at 
boundaries established to limit or restrict processing. All independent paths (basis 
path) are executed at least once. Finally, all error - handling paths are tested. 
Module ln1erfece 
Local d•ta structures 
Boundary condrt1on11 
Independent paths 
Error hand ling paths 
est ases 
Figure 7.0: Unit Testing 
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7.4.1.J Unit Testing Example 
Table below shows the test cases for unit testing on the CrcRtive Wirnrd \ Web 
program. 
Step 
2 
Test Procedure 
Click one desired 
image. 
Type in recipient and 
sender's name, e-mail 
addresses and messages 
that are to be put in the 
card. 
Expected Outcome Test Result Analyzing 
The image is loaded The image displayed 
and showed in next successfully. 
page. 
The image is processed The information entered 
and the inf onnation along with chosen card 
entered is previewed in shown successfully. 
the next page. 
3 Choose any button set Customized card is The customization is 
to customize card. previewed. successful and new card 
design shown 
successfully. 
4 Click the modify design Previous page will be New customized card_ 
5 
6 
--
button to modify card. loaded and shown successfully. 
customization can be 
redone. 
Click the Send to A new page will 
Recipient button to send display confinnation 
the card via e-mail. of sent card. 
Click the Print Card Ready-to-print card is 
button to print the card shown in a new page. 
'-
- --
Table 7.0: Unit testing example 
The card is successfully 
sent via e-mail. 
The card is successfully 
printed. 
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• 7.4.2 Control Object Testing 
AH the menus are clicked to test their functionality and work stngcs are tested with the 
image and song fonnat supported by this system, which are gif for images nnd mid for 
songs. 
• 7.4.3 Integration Testing 
Integration testing is a systematic technique for constructing the program structure 
while at the same time conducting tests to uncover errors associated with interfacing. 
Testing a specific feature together with other newly developed feature is known as 
integration testing. In other words, when the individual components are working 
correctly and meet the objectives, these components are combined into a working 
system. 
In this system, a bottom-up approach has been used. Bonom-up integration testing 
begins construction and testing with modules at the lowest levels of the system and 
then moving upward to the modules at the higher levels of the system. Regression 
testing is the re-execution of some subset of tests that already been conducted to 
ensure that changes have not unintended side effects. It is the activity that helps to 
ensure that changes (due to testing or other reason) do not introduce unintended 
behavior or additional errors. 
• 7.4.4 System testing 
System testing is a series of different tests designed to fully exercise the software 
system to uncover its limitations nnd mcasuro its cnpab1litics. 'Ilic objective is to test 
an integmted system and vt.-rify that it meets specified requirements. Although each 
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test in this system has a difference, all wotk to verify that the system clcm~nts have 
been properly integrated and perform allocated functions. 
7.5 SUMMARY 
This chapter is all about testing. These testing include unit testing, control object 
testing, integration testing and system testing. 
Creative Wii.ard On Web has been tested and debugged effectively to achieve the 
objectives of the system. Through all the testing phases, it is easier to ensure the 
system's qualities and strengths. Debugging and fixing of the program can be done. 
The limitations of the system's functionalities can be found and improved. 
As a conclusion, testing phase is a very important phase in Creative Wizard On Web 
and it must be done repeatedly and carefully to assure good system quality. 
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I CHAPTER 8 SYSTEM EVALUATION I 
8.1 INTRODUCTION 
In the process of developing a system, various problems have been identified which 
some have been solved and some of them are yet to be discovered and overcome. 
These problems were solved through research and reference books. Besides, a lot of 
system analysis has been done on technological and programming concepts to grasp 
the concept of Internet programming. 
After all the designing and developing as well as implementing the Creative Wizard 
On Web, the end product of the project is brought up for evaluation. The system was 
evaluated to identify the strengths and the limitations of it. Besides, proposal and 
recommendations are made for the future enhancements of the system. 
8.2 PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED AND SOLUTIONS 
•) Difficulty In choosing a suitable development tools 
There are too many software tools that are available for developing Creative Wizard 
On Web. It is difficult to choose the most suitable development tools from a wide 
variety of choices. Choosing a suitable technology and tools was a critical process as 
all tools possesses their own strengths and weakness. Some tools were even decided 
during the implementation process. Besides, the availability of a technology, 
hardware and supporting software to support, its teaming curve, compatibility with 
the existence operating system ftnd technologies src ftlso the mftjor consideration. 
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In order to solve the problem, seeking advices and views from proj~"Ct su1~rv\sor. 
course-mates and even seniors engaging in simitnr project \\ere c1mied out. 
furthermore, a great deal of reading and research from many resources like books and 
Internet regarding the problems helped to solve the problem and choose the Stti1able 
tools wert! done before any decision was made. 
•) Lacie of knowledge In ASP and VBScript 
Since there was no prior knowledge of VBScript scripting language, there was an 
uncertainty on how to organize the codes. These programming languages and 
concepts were never f arniliar to me before and to implement such an application 
requires a fair grasp of the languages. These programming approaches seem to be 
totally different from ot11er programming languages. Although it really cause a lot of 
time to team this coding toot, but choosing to use VBScript proved to be a wist! move 
since it is the default language for ASP. Most of the problems faced were manageable 
through browsing the Internet for related materials and referring to the help function 
provided in the software. Discussion with friends especially course-mate using the 
same technology was a great help. A more efficient meUlod was through trait and 
error during the coding phase. 
~ Difficulties in defining the flow logic of the system 
This system is only based on the infomtation gatJ1ered from reference books and 
Internet; as a result, the flow of the system is very hard to define. This system is 
merely following the now logic based on my understanding of the requirements and 
the important of case of use. Tho imago mnnipu1ntion knowledge that 1 have gained 
from tho lecture session also proves to be very useful to design tJ\c now. 
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8.3 SYSTEM STRENGTHS 
~ Simple, user{rlendly and easy to use 
The interface design of this system mostly was created using Adobe Photos.hop. lt is 
designed to be as user-friendly as this system is relatively easy to team and use. All 
the menus used to ease the user explore and try this system by themselves. An action 
is just a click away and the user just needs minimal knowledge of mouse and 
keyboard to use this system. 
•> Support sending card vf a e•mail function 
TI1is function is just like any other electronic greeting scheme where when the user 
has opted for sending the card via e-mail, the recipient will receive a message or an 
instruction to click on the link stated to retrieve the card. 
•) Support prlntlngfunctlon for card 
This option is very special since it is quite hard to find greeting card Web sites with 
printing option. With Creative Wizard On Web, not only user can send the card via e--
mail, they also have the option to print the card adding great feature to Creative 
Wizard On Web. 
8.4 SYSTEM CONSTRAINTS 
.,. No .vtart from scratch option 
Referring to the title of my project, which is Creative WiW'd On Web, this system 
should offer a wiwd to help user to C1Uto a card from scratch or from template but 
due 10 my lRck of knowledge, experience and guidance, I wu only able to accompljsh 
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the template part. In addition, after conducting a few more research about this 
problem, I have found that it was impossible to implement the function in Web 
application. Furthennore, so fer the function can only be seen in gn,-eting card 
software, whkh is not Web based application. Even though there is no option to 
create the card from scratch, user can still select their pref erred card and add in some 
attractive features to enhance the look of their card with design option provided. 
•) No search keyword function 
No search keyword function in this system. Since the user is only provided with the 
template page, l feel that there is no need of keyword ftmction. All of the images are 
displayed in one page and user can just pick their choice. In contrast, this drawback 
however still can guarantee satisfaction to user in a way that they can reduce the time 
it takes to create a card because it will take some time to load all the related results. 
~ No customization for printing option 
In this system, only the send via e-mail card are customized before sent. For print 
option user can only print the original image chosen plus the additional messages that 
have been written earlier. 
8.S FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS 
System development is a dynamic process and changes must be expected. Due to 
limited resources, especially time, had caused me to miss or overlooks certain aspect 
of the system. However, after the development system has been completed and 
valuable advices and suggestions from my project supervisor and moderator. l have 
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identified certain important aspects that can be improved for future enhancement. The 
additional f catures that can be implemented in future are ns followed: 
•> Start from scratch option 
After explaining earlier in system constraint section about this feature. 1 think with 
enhanced tools in the future, this function is no longer impossible to implement. 
~ Support variety of Image format 
Since there are many types of images available nowadays, the system should be able 
to support all of it in order to provide unlimited types of images to user. 
•) Add more customization button 
To make this system more urilizable in the future, the customization button selection 
must be added to give user variety of options. Plus, the customization also must be 
able to be applied to the printable card. 
8.6 KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE GAINED 
Towards the accomplishment of Creative Wizard On Web, from the beginning to the 
end of the development and final documentation, a number of problems and 
difficulties are encountered. However, the solutions to these problems and difficulties 
have brought numerous valuable knowledge and experience. Following arc the 
benefits and knowledge gained from this project: 
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+ The Importance of all phase in SDLC 
System analysis is an important phase in the System Development Life. ·cle 
(SDLC). This phase captures user requirements and the goal of the system. lf this 
phase is mistakenly defined, it will cause faulty to the system development and later 
progress. With a complete and thorough system analysis, the system that is developed 
will fulfill all the requirements and achieve it goals. 
System testing is also an important and critical phase in SDLC. There is no 
application that is free of error in this world. However, with the procedures in the 
system-testing phase, errors and faults in the system can be minimized. 
+ Development tools knowledge 
Thjs project is developed using ASP technology with VBScript scripting language. 
ASP is 11 great tool for creating dynamic Web pages. With ASP, it is easy to crente, 
deploy data, validate user input and upload files and also it has helped me improved 
my skill in VBScript language. 
Also, with the use of other tools such as Macromedia Dreamweavcr, Adobe 
Photoshop and Microsoft Access 2000, my knowledge in developing Web site will 
never be limited anymore. 
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8.7 SUMMARY 
Evaluation of system is indeed to ensure its objectives and intended fonctions have 
been achieved. This chapter covers all the aspects of the cvnlnating application 
software. 
The successful development of the system at the present is the first step towards the 
future expansion of the system. The problem encountered and experience gained 
during the development phases should be helpful in future effort.s. 
Besides, this chapter also summarizes the system strengths, system constraints and 
future enhancements that can be added. The future enhancements will equip the 
system towards more capabilities of doing its daily operations and activities. 
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I CONCLUSION I 
Creative Wizard On Web is one of many printnb1c birthday card Wch sites l\\1aitabtc 
in the World Wide Web rruwudu~. It ufft:r.S printnble cmtl option nlony with St:mi via 
~maii function . Besides, it also provides some types of effect tiun allow user to 
enhance their image. However, rhe system wilt become more complete and capabic of 
performing more tasks when the enhancement and the new features are added on in 
the near future. 
In the process of developing this system, invaluable insight was gained into 
complexities and intricacies of programming. The application of Software 
Engineering principles, fundamentals and additional knowledge in programming 
languages, skills coding writing and others all added up to conml>ute to the success of 
developing this system. Adhere to development schedule is crucial in determining that 
a system will be completed in time. The experience gathered in this project will 
definitely provide a solid foundation in the system development in the future. 
With target goals and objectives in mind even before the development takes place, 
makes the development process more systematic. Somettmes, conflicts in real world 
situation and programming tools capabilities make the programming difficult. 
However, as an overall review, this project has achieved and fulfilled the objectives 
though its not meets the requirements determined during the analysis phase entirely. 
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I OUESTIONAIRE I 
I have conducted a survey on 25 people in order to get n rough idea on the renctions and 
responds from user about a Web site that offer printable birthday CArd just like C'reative 
Wizard On Web. Below are the questionnaires for my survey: 
I . What type of greeting card that you think is the most popular? 
D Birthday card 
D Anniversary card 
2. Which do you prefer? 
D Buy the card at the store 
Del it free from the Internet 
D Good Luck card 
D Other cards 
3. If you choose to get the card from the Internet, which of the fo llowing will you 
choose? 
D Send an e-greeting D Get a printable version 
4. For the printable version, which do you prefer? 
D Create the card yourself before you print 
D Just get a ready-made card and print 
5. Afler you create the card yourself, which do you prefer? 
D Print the card D Send via e-mail 
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This is the result from my survey: 
~ The most popular greeting card is birthday card. 
•) About 56% have chosen to just buy the card at the store because most of them 
don' t have time to surf the lntemet to search for a greeting card. 
~ From the other 44%, half of them have chosen to get a printable version . 
•) Most of them also think that if they can make the card themselves, it is much 
better because of a few reason such as they think it will give a sentimental value 
to the person who will receive the card. 
~ And finally, from the portion, 91% preferred to print the card and give it by hand 
themselves rather than send the card via e-mail. 
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I SAMPLE CODING 
(. Sample Coding For Index Page 
<°lo@language • VBScript %> 
<°lo Option Explicit %> 
<html> 
<head> 
<title>Creative Wizard on Web</title> 
<LINK href:a"ina2.css" type-text/css relaStyleSheet> 
</head> 
I 
<body topMargin-0 vLink-#003366 marginhcight="O" marginwidth="O-><div align9:Cnter> 
<table width• "450" border-"O" cellpadding• " l " bordcrcolor-"#000000" bgcolor=-"#000000"> 
<tr> 
<td bgcolor-"#PFCC33"><img src-"banner3.gif"></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td height-• ts• bgcolor-"#000000"> <font oolor-•#FFFFFF"><img srO""•banner2.gif' 
width• "33 l" height-" I 5"></font><ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td height-" 120" bgoolor-"#PFFFFP"> 
<table width• " 100%" cellpadding-"5" borderoolor-"#FFFFFF" bgoolor-#ffffff> 
<tr> 
<td oolspan• 3>Wclcome to Creative Wizard On Weblllll We offer free greeting cards for 
the masses. There are various images to choose from. Our cards can be pnnted or e-
mailed directly to the recipients. You can design your card based on your own 
creativity. <br><br'> 
<table width• • I 0001o• border-110• cellspacing• •o• cellpadding-•O"> 
<tr> 
<td width• "6%"><img srCJ11"icon·alakazaam.gif' width• "28" height• "28"></td> 
<td width• "94%"> 1. Choose any of the images below to be the front part of your 
card</td> 
</tr> 
</table> <ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr'> 
<°lo 
%> 
dim conn,rs,sql,kira 
set conn• Servcr.CreateObject("ADODB.Connection") 
conn.Open "card" 
sql• "select • from pies" 
set n • conn execute (sql) 
kira 0 
do until rs EOF 
1f kira < 3 then 
k1rn kira 1 l 
<td height "28"><a hrcf "step I .asp?1d <%tesponsc write n("1d")'/t>"><ims 
&l"O""thumbnaal/~lorcaponsc.writc rl("filcnamo")o/o> bordet O><IG><'Jtd> 
<.Yo 
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%> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
else 
kira 
<td he1Wit "42""" a hrcf "step I ll'lp'l1d <o/orcsponsc.wnte 1s(•ut•)o\)-... - ..... 1m~ 
src thumbnail/....O/orcsponsc wntc 1s(" filcnamc")%' borde1 0'"' tl''"'" td' 
<% 
%> 
end if 
rs movenext 
loop 
<ltr> 
</table> 
<ltd> 
</tr> 
<ltable> 
</div> 
</body> 
</html> 
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I USER MANUAL I 
~ STEP 1: Select image for card 
© &J/iN? 
r r I f' (; f' I 'I' fj I 'r , , r n : .H ... M '. • •• .. I 
Wtlcomt to CrtMhl wizard On Wtblllll WI offer frtt ortttl'IO CMds ft)( the 
!MU ... There Mt v..OOUa itNton to c:hoose from Our cards CMI bl pnnt8d °' 
1-m11lld dw1<Uy t o lh1 r1QP11nt1. You could d111Qn YWI c:erd bas Id on your 
own craltlvtty. 
4 l . Choose any of the images below to bl the front pett of your CMtl 
~ User must choose one image desired from images shown. 
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•> STEP 2: Form Compledon 
(~) Cc:N/aN? 
I ,, t, • , 'I,• ''• •1• t t \, '' 
• 'Yfllr M•tt•~ ..... ~ N,.. • 
•• .. ••••t•rp.rM••••eea..e .... 
th,e,.. "'""-" •n - • ... ¥t• w •"'4f Cu•••""""t-
t.o ••f"Pl•t• ~·.,.. c•""-
' •..••• ' u •. 11 ....... 11· • · ..... , ..... 
,,......., .. _ ~,.--•----------4 
............ w;;;tt"I\ .. <-..... 
,.:..=. @ .. , .. _,_ 
) User must now enter the recipient's name and their e-mail address and also user's 
name and e-mail address as the sender. 
) Enter user's own messages in the blank space provided. 
) Click the ' Preview and Customize' button at the bottom of the page to preview 
the infonnation entered and to customize the card. 
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~ STEP 3: Customization 
® (c:N/iN? 
,fff C1 I F'fl 'lj (lo, , , f 11 , . ,.., .. ,,._ 11 
Tt\11 or••tlnO " trDm : Mel rn•looe••notJNwl ta<n 
a l\d It be1no ••nt to : waNze wat\tze•notm•• corn 
I I '~ It 111 " • 11 '" " 
4 3. C:~H Ille cle~• Ofl Y•IH' _.. (Onl)' tw ,..,4 t9 be e •maole4) 
P9M Typ. ,_ C•w 
1 ~MI V ~ ~ 
... 
3la• o<iP o. 
o• o• o 00 
,.,..,,,_o .. .,. I 
> The infonnation previously entered will appear in this page. 
; Now user is given a few selection of customization style button to enhance the 
look of their card that is to be sent via e-mai1. The buttons are: 
i) Font TyJM - to select font type for messages 
ii) Font Color - to select color for font 
iii) Font Siu - to select the size of the font 
iv) Background - to select backgroWld color of the card 
v) Music to select music that is to be played when the recipient view the card. 
vi) Border to select border pattcm 
)ii- Click the ' Preview Design' button ot the bottom of the page to preview designed 
card. 
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~ STEP 4: Modify/ Send/ Print 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
This groodng Is from Mot motod0o4'ttiotmilll com 
Md Is bil1no sent to wetna w!lhlza(t00mi.l1l com 
tostmg 
- Mel-
. . ~ . . . . . . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
TM ...... ,,,,. ..... Qcli 'klld ID Rtq>lellt' IP · ·-d YOwr w d. tklr 'rnnc CMd' 
16 P""I your ctfd, Cite!< l'lod,fy OHIO'\' ~ nde 1~ ,,,.,, ceNI 
..... t ... ctp•-
).. The customii.ed card are shown in this page and now user can decide their next 
action with the three button provided. 
(iii) Modify Design - to redesign the card 
(iv) Send to Recipient - to send to the recipient via e-mail 
(v} Print Card - to print the card 
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•) STEP 5: Confirmation 
• 
Your Card Has Been Sent to wah1za through e-mail 
C!jck here to return to tho mom 0000 
~ User will be notified about the status of the card sending. 
Oe8' wtlhlza , 
testtno 
from Mel 
). The print page for user to print their card. 
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+ FOR ADMINISTRATOR PAGE 
U~ername 
Password 
~ Enter administrator usemame and password 
® (~~ 
f , 11 •'r'I• ' ff II' I • '"• t...t I o, o ' 
Pleas• malce sure that el th• neteHlll'Y lma;es - put into It'• rnpec:ove 
folders to ensure no orror would occur. 
~ Pl~•I 
: Pll<•I 
Hnhn • 
He!Qht 
~ Add new image 
© ~j~ 
r .• c. , , .. t.: . , , , . T, ,... • .,, • • 
lhs Is ttw iO'nnStr lt.Ol's PIQt. You un ldd new 1m11011 tnd delltl lln1l1t 
IMQll tNt 1s sured ri the nmm. Thi t.lb6I below shows the imaoes tNt 11 
bei'lO stDnld 
- HtYJJoroot.ot 400. JOO r 
2 llotU.ot 300 )t 400 r 
3 fortJ.clt_ 1 7 .of 400• 300 r 
1 bdJl8_dJ¢ 312. 287 r 
5 hool bday_cltd ot 400• 383 r 
6 rlil!lGmbff _bday_l 7.0JI 300. 400 r 
higboKl>sth_ 17 .QI 370. 290 r 
8 b•lhd•YO<' QI 360•~ r 
~ 
);. Delete unwanted image 
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